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PREFACE 

This manual is the principal source of information about the remote processing features of CP-V. All information 
about remote processing for all computer personnel (remote and local users, system managers, remote site operators, 
and central site operators) is included in the manual. 

Manuals describing other featurEls of CP-V are outl ined below. 

• Thd CP-V Time-Sharin!~ Reference Manual, 90 09 07, is the principal source of information for the time
sharing features of CP-V. The purpose of the manual is to define the ru les for using the Terminal Executive 
Language and other on··1 i ne processors. 

• The CP-V Time-Sharin~~ User's Guide, 90 16 92, d(~scribes how to use the various time-sharing features. 
It presents an introductory subset of the features in a format that allows the user to learn the material by 
using the features at a terminal as he reads through the document. 

• The CP-V Batch Proces:sing Reference Manual, 90 1764, is the principal source of reference information 
for the batch processinfJ features of CP-V (i .e., job control commands, system procedures, I/o procedures, 
program loading and execution, debugging aids, and service processors). 

• The CP-V System Progrclmming Reference Manual, 90 31 13, describes the CP-V features that are designed 
to aid the system progrclmmer in the development, maintenance, and modification of the CP-V system. 

• The CP-V System Management Reference Manual, 90 16 74, is the principal source of reference information 
for the system management features of C P-V. It defines the rules for generating a C P-V system (SYSGEN), 
authorizing users, maintaining user accounting records, maintaining the file system, monitoring system per
formance, and other related functions. 

• The C P-V Operations Reference Manual, 90 16 75, is the principal source of reference information for 
CP-V computer operators. It defines the rules for operator communication (i .e., key-ins and messages), 
system stclrt-up and initialization, job and system control, peripheral device handling, recovery and file 
preservation. 

• The C P-V Transaction Arocessing Reference Manual, 90 31 12, provides information about dynamically mod
ifying and querying a c,entral database in a transaction processing environment. The manual is addressed 
to system managers, database administrators, applications programmers, and computer operators. 

• The C P-V Common Index, 90 30 80, is an index to all of the above C P-V ma"nuals. 

Information for the language and application processors that ()perate under C P-V is also described in separate man
uals. These manuals are listed 011 the Related Publications page of this manual. 
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COMMAND SYNTAX NOTATION 

Notation conventions used in command specifications and examples throughout this manual are listed below. 

Notation 

lowercase letters 

CAPITAL LETTERS 

[] 

{ } 

Numbers and 
special characters 

Subscripts 

Superscripts 

Underscore 

Description 

Lowercase letters identify an element that must be replaced·with a user
selected value. 

CRndd could be entered as CRA03. 

Capital letters must be entered as shown for input, and will be printed as 
shown in output. 

DPndd means "enter DP followed by the values for ndd". 

An element inside brackets is optional. Several elements placed one under 
the other inside a pair of brackets means that the user may select anyone or 
none of those elements. 

[KEYM] means the term II KEYM II may be entered. 

Elements placed one under the other inside a pair of braces identify a re
quired choice. 

{~} means that either the letter A or the value of id must be entered. 

The horizontal ell ipsis indicates that a previous bracketed element may be 
repeated, or that elements have been omitted. 

name [,name]. .. means that one or more name values may be 
entered, with a comma inserted between each name value. 

The vertical ell ipsis indicates that commands or instructions have been 
omitted. 

MASK2 DATA,2 X1l EFI 

BYT E DA T A,3 BA( L( 59)) 

means that there are one or more statements 
omitted between the two DATA directives. 

Numbers that appear on the line (i .e., not subscripts), special symbols, and 
punctuation marks other than dotted I ines, brackets, braces, and under! ines 
appear as shown in output messages and must be entered as shown when input. 

(value) means that the proper value must be entered enclosed in 
parentheses; e. g., (234). 

Subscripts indicate a first, second, etc., representation of a parameter that 
has a different value for each occurrence. 

sysid 1 ,sysid2,sysid3 means that three successive va lues for sysid 
should be entered, separated by commas. 

Superscripts indicate shift keys to be used in combination with terminal keys. 
c is control shift, and s is case shift. 

L cs means press the control and case shift (CONTROL and SHIFT) and 
the L key. 

All terminal output is underscored; terminal input is not. 

lRUN means that the exclamation point was sent to the terminal, but 
RU N was typed by the terminal user. 

These symbols indicate that an ESC (0), carriage return (@), or line feed 
(@) character has been sent. 

lEDIT @means that, after typing EDIT, a carriage return character 
has been sent. 



GLOSSARY 

butch job a job that is submitted to the batch job stream 
through the central site card relClder, through an on-line 
terrninal (using the Batch processor), or through a re
mote terminal. 

ghosl· job a job that is neither a batch nor an on-line 
program. It is initiated and 109ged on by the monitor, 
the operator, or another job and consists of a single 
job step. When the ghost progrram ex its, the ghost is 
logged off. 

held fi Ie an output fi Ie ready for transmission to a remote 
site but not being transmitted because either the desti
nation remote sae is not logged on or the remote site 
operator has specifically requested "held"status. Files 
that are to be output on local devices cannot be held. 
Message fi les (see below) are never held. 

job stream a set of input records consi sti ng of one or 
more jobs and/or remote control commands and end
ing with a FIN control commond. A FIN command 
by itself is not a job stream <Jnd is ignored. The 
FIN command is. not used if the stream is input from 
an IRBT; instead, its equivalent is entered automati
cally by the IRBT. 

logical device stream an informCition stream that may be 
used when performing input from or output to a symbiont 
device. At SYSGEN,up to 15 logical device streams 
are defined. Eoch logical device stream is given a 
name (e.g., L1, P1, C1), each is assigned to a default 
physical device, ond each is given default attributes. 
The user may perform I/o through a logi cal devi ce 
stream wi th the default physi cal devi ce and attributes 
or he may change the physi cal devi ce and/or attributes 
to satisfy the requirements of hi"s job. 

message fi I e a symbiont pri nt fi I e containing informa-
tion for a remote site identified by a given workstation 
name. It includes all remote control commands trans
mitted by the remote operator, error messages, operator 
messages, etc. A message file is transmitted to the 
remote site at lo!~-on, upon receipt of a job stream, in 
reply to operator commands, and when the central site 
operator directs 0 message to the workstation. 

on·-line job a sessiion at an on-line terminal that begins 
with the log-on cmd ends with j'he log-off. 

protocol a set of control codes, data forrr ts, Clnd ';ton-
dardi zed response procedures that r"gu lal c th( tran';
mission of data between two communicatinq sy..,tcms in 
a predetermined manner. 

remote control command (RBCC) a system coni 1"01 com-
mand that is unique to the remote processing system. 

remote site the locati on of a remote terminal. 

remote user any user utilizingCP-V viathe remote pro-
cessing system. 

short block control character (EM) a special character 
for cards that allows shorter images to be punched and 
read by a Xerox 7670 Remote Batch Term i na I, thus i n
creasing throughput. The EM character appears as an 
11-9-8-1 punch in the first column after the last non
b lank column of a card. All columns after an EM 
character are ignored by the remote batch terminal. 
The user may supply EM characters on input decks. 
The remote processing system automatically suppl ie:. 
EM characters for 7670 output decks unless the user 
specifies that EM characters are not to be punched. 
Cards with EM characters cannot be used as input at 
the central site. 

suspended file a remote site symbiont output file for 
which output in progress was interrupted (but not 
aborted) by manual intervention by the remote site 
operator to allow the input of a job stream N by the 
RBSUSPEND command. 

symbiont a monitor routine that transfers information be-
tween di sk storage and a peri pheral devi ce independent 
of and concurrent with job processing. 

symbiont retry point a point within an output symbiont 
file that is currently being output. The point dy
namically changes and is always several pages behind 
that whi ch is currently being output. If the current 
output point is within three pages of the beginning of 
the output file, the symbiont retry point is the be
ginning of the file. 

sysid a unique number used to identi fy a job submitted 
to the CP-V system. It is assigned sequentially at 
job input time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

DEANITION OF (:P-V 

Control Program-Five (CP-V) is a c:omprehensive operating 
system designed for use with Xerox 560 and Sigma 6/7/9 
computers together with a wide variety of peripheral de
vices. The CP-V system provides for five concurrent modes 
of operation. 

• Time-sharing 

• Batch processin~} 

• Real-time processing 

• Remote processing 

• Transaction processing 

The time-sharing and batch modes ,are complementary, yet 
compatible, modes elf operation thut provide the user with 
fi Ie management and program compi lation, execution, and 
debugging services. CP-V time-sharing allows up to 
128 terminal lines tOI be connected to the central computer 
at one time. The CP-V multibatch system is designed to 
maximize uti lizationl of the system's resources whi Ie pre
venting conflicts in resource use. Batch jobs may be sub
mitted to the batch job stream thro.ugh the central site card 
reader, from an on-line terminal, or from a remote site via 
the remote processinH system. 

Real-time processin~, involves reacting to external events 
(including clock pulses) within microseconds. Selected 
external events are ell lowed to interrupt the real-time user's 
program so that they can be processed at the ti me they 
occur. After an i nt1errupt has been processed, control may 
then return to the interrupted program or may be di rected 
elsewhere. Real-time facilities are available t'o both the 
on-line and batch u~;er (and also tel a ghost user), provided 
the user has a sufficiient privilege level. 

The transaction proc4~ssing feature of C P-V is an efficient 
and economical approach to centralized information pro
cessing and is a gene!ralized packa!~e that is designed to 
meet the requiremenh of a variety of business applications. 
Transaction processing faci lities provide an envi ronment in 
which several users at remote terminals may enter business 
transactions, simultaneously utilizing a common database. 
The transactions are processed imm~~diately, as they are re
ceived, by application programs written especially for the 
particular installation. 

REMOTE PROCESSING 

The purpose of the remote processing system is to provide 
for flexible communication between C P-V and a variety 
of remote terminals. Remote terminals can range from a 
simple card reader and line printer combination to another 
large-sca Ie computer system wi th an assortment of peri phera I 

devi ces. Important features of the remote processi ng system 
include 

• Support of a wide variety of peripherals at the remote 
site. Through monitor and user interfaces, virtually 
any type of device (e.g., tape, disk, plotter) may be 
accessed wi th remote processi ng. 

• Computer-to-computer communication. A remote site 
may be another large-scale computer, and fi les of data 
may be transferred between user programs at the centra I 
and remote computers. 

• Slave/master status. A C P-V system may act as the 
central site to some remote terminals and as a remote 
terminal to other computers, simultaneously. This fea
ture encourages the construction of communications 
networks. 

• Complete user interface. Any user (batch, on-line, 
ghost) of a C P-V system can communicate with any 
number of devices atone or several remote sites. When 
data is being sent by a user program to a remote si te, 
the remote site need not be connected since C P-V 
automatically buffers on RAD or disk for deferred 
transmission. 

• Processing of jobs from remote sites at the central site. 
Jobs are sent from the remote site to the central site, 
are processed there, and may direct output to the orig
inating remote site, a central site device, or another re
mote site as specified by the remote site user. 

• Dynamic definition of remote stations. Remote stations 
can be added, deleted, or modified during system op
eration. The definition of remote stations is not 
SYSGEN-dependent. 

Basically, CP-Vremote processing is a machine-to-machine 
communi cation mechanism that allows output fi les for pseudo 
devices called streams to be combined into transmission 
blocks and transmitted over communications lines. Blocks 
received over these lines are deblocked into symbiont input 
fi les for logi ca I device streams (or rea I devi ces) at the 
centra I or remote si te. 

REMOTE TERMINALS 

Two basic types of remote terminals are supported by CP-V: 
Remote Batch Terminals (RBTs) and Intelligent Remote 
Termi na Is (I RBTs). 

An RBT is a card reader, card punch, and line printer com
bination whi ch is used primari Iy to allow batch processi ng 
I/O functions to be performed at remote sites. That is, a 
job is input to the system from the remote site card reader, 
the job is processed at the central site, and the output is 
sent to the remote site line printer or card punch. The out
put may optionally be directed to the central site or to an
other remote site. The Xerox 7670 RBT or any computer that 
exactly emulates it (Univac DCT 2000 compatible) is supported 
by CP-V. Operation of the 7670 is described in Appendix C. 
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The IBM 2780 RBTor :1780 RBT, or any computer that exactly 
emulates them, is sut'ported by CP-V given the following 
factors: 

• EBCDIC transmis!don code. 

• Nontransparent I ine protocol. 

• Single record blocks or multirecord blocks of 400 bytes 
for 2780 RBTs and 512 bytes for 3780 RBTs. 

• Support for multidrop I ines is not provided. 

An IRBT can be eithm a mini-computer system for which 
the primary function is to control the operation of peripheral 
equipment (e. g., COPE 1200) or another large-scale com
puter system (e. g., another CP-V system). Any computer 
system that supports the IBM HAS P Multileaving protocol t 

may act as an IRBT to CP-V. 

The remote processing system is designed so that the CP-V 
system may act as the central site to a set of remote ter
minal while simultaneously acting as a remote terminal to 
one or more other systems. A system that is acting as the 
central site is referred to as the "master" system and a sys
tem that is acting as a remote terminal is referred to as a 
IIslave ll system. 

To the CP-V system, the role of master and slave manifests 
itself only at log-on time. After the data-set to data-set 
communication path is established, the slave logs onto the 
master. (The master cannot log onto the slave.) Once the 
log-on is complete, th~ communication path between the 

tThis and all other reference to "HASp lI and "Multi leaving" 
in this document refer to the HASP Multileaving protocol 
as described i~ HASP Version 2.3 program documentation 
and not to the IBM HAS P operati ng system, except where 
IBM HASP is specifically noted. 

IBM 
2780 

master and slave is symmetrical - simply streams of data 
flowing in both directions over the communication path. 

When is is intended that the CP-V system act as a slave 
terminal on a particular line, the uperator must use the 
RBLOG key-in (described in Chapter 4) to establish the 
workstation name of the master on that line since the master 
does not identify itself to the slave. 

F, ur fundamental modes of remote processing are 

1. A CP-V master system connected to one or more slave 
Xerox 7670 and/or IBM 2780 RBTs. . 

2. A CP-V master system connected to one or more slave 
mini-computer IRBTs. 

3. A CP-V system communicating with another CP-V 
system. 

4. A CP-V system acting as a slave IRBT connected to 
another computer system acting as the master computer. 

These four modes may be combined to provide a large va
riety of communications networks. An example of such a 
network is given in Figure 1. (The arrows point to the 
RBTs and slave IRBTs.) 

HARDWARE CONNECTION OF REMOTE TERMINALS 

A remote terminal is connected to the central site over a 
communication line that is either a hardwired line or a 
switched line. 

If the connection is over a hardwired line, the remote site 
must be physically near the central site. 

CP-V 

Other large
sca I e computer 
system. 

Figure 1. CP-V Remote Processing Complex 
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If the connection is by switched line, two data sets (modems) 
are required. The data sets provid4~ interfaces between the 
line and the remote terminal and between the line and a 
data set controller (described below) at the central site. 
The data sets convert device signals to telephone tones and 
telephone tones to d,evice signals. Connecting the remote 
site to the central site with a telephone line and data sets 
is described in Appendix A. 

All remote terminals require a date] set controller (DSC) 
for interface with the central site. A virtually unlimited 
number of RBTs and IRBTs may be c:onnected to the com
puter via a particular DSC, but on:ly one may be connected 
at a time. Therefore the maximum number of remote sites 
that may be connected concurrent Iy is determined, not by 
the number of remote terminals, but by the number of DSCs 
at the central site. CP-V supports up to 30 DSCs of the 
following types: 

Xerox 7601, which may be used only with a 
Xerox 7670 RBT. 

Xerox 7605, which may be used with any RBT or IRBT. 

Options that may be added to either of the above DSCs are 

Xerox 7602, which provides full-duplex operations. 

Xerox 7604, which provides for local connection. 

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the central site, 
remote sites, data sets, and data set controllers. 

WORKSTATION 

A workstation ~S) is a collection of information that defines 
both the identity and hardware characteristics of a remote 
site at a particular time. A workstation may represent a 
particular remote site, a particular group of users at one 
remote site, or a group of users utilizing several different 
remote sites. The definition of a workstation specifies 
items su ch as 

• Name of the workstation. 

• Type of terminal to be used (RBT or IRBT). 

CP-] 
[ 7605 

DSC 

Data 
Set 

IRBTOI~ 

Peripheral I 
Devic:es 

MIOP 
7605 
DSC 

Data 
Set 

IRBT or RBT 

Peripheral 
Devices 

Figure 2. CP-V Remote Processing Hardware 
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• Whether or not jobs to be run in the :SYS account may 
be submitted from the workstation. 

• Maximum priority for jobs submitted from the workstation. 

• Whether the workstation wi II be a slave computer or 
the master computer (if the type is IRBT). 

• Remote peripheral devices to be associated as part of 
the workstation (if it is an IRBT). 

• Attributes of devices defined for the workstation. 

Each workstation is given a one- to eight-alphanumeri c 
character workstation name (WSN). Local devices at a 
CP-V system have the workstation name LOCAL. 

A workstation is not, as the name might imply, limited to 
one physical location. A user may log on as a given work
station at any remote site that has the appropriate hardware 
characteristics. Each remote site may have several work
stations defined for it, but only one workstation may be 
active on a gi ven line at a given time. If the remote site 
has more than one line (which could only be true if it were 
a large-scale computer), then more than one workstation 
may be logged on currently from that site. 

Workstations may be defined dynamically any time during 
system operati on usi ng the system management processor 
Super. The attributes of workstations may alsobe changed 
and workstations may be deleted using Super during system 
operation. 

4 Scope of the Manua I 

SCOPE OF THE MANUAL 

This manual is the central source of information about the 
remote processing system. It describes a II externa I aspects 
of remote processing and contains sections for system users, 
system operators, and system managers. The remaining 
chapters in the manual are 

Chapter 2 - Remote and Loca I Users 

Chapter 3 - Remote Operator 

Chapter 4 - Central Site Operator 

Chapter 5 - System Manager 

In each chapter, the information required by the personnel 
type indicated by the chapter title is documented. How
ever, there is some overlap. Specifically, 

• Many remote users will find Chapter 3 helpful. 

• CP-V operators at CP-V systems that are acting as slave 
remote termina Is shou Id read both Chapters 3 and 4. 

• The system manager will find useful information in all 
of the chapters. . 

Much of the material in this manual is repeated in other 
CP-V manuals. Cf particular importance, all of the infor~ 
mation for the C ;-Itra I site operator is repeated in the 
CP-V/OP5 Reference Manual, 90 1675. 



2. LOCAL AN[J REMOTE USERS 

This chapter discusses remote processing from the point of 
view of both central site and rEtmote site users. When the 
remote site is another CP-V system, the ISCL processor fa
cil itates manipulation of CP-V managed fil es for both local 
and remote users. The ISCL proc:essor is described I ater in 
th is chapter. 

Two commands, LDEV and JOB, are the other primary 
methods that local and remote users can use t'o take advant
age of remote processing capabil ities. 

These are the two CP-V commclnds that have options that 
allow a user at one site to direct a file to another site. The 
LDEV command aillows users to direct any file of informa
tion almost anywhere within thE! reaches of remote pro
cessing - to a symbiont device a~ the central site or to any 
device at a specific remote works,tation. The JOB command, 
with a more limitEtd application~o remote processing, pro
vides a means of directing the print and punch ou'tput of 
the job to a specified workstation or to the central site. 

Before discussing t'hese commands, it is important to note 
that the remote user may subm it jobs to the central site that 
make full use of the LDEV and JOB command remote pro
cessing features provided that tne central site is a CP-V 
system. Because ()f the on-I ine/batch compatibil ity of 
CP-V, the operations described in this chapter may be used 
by both on-I ine and batch users. In cases where the master 
computer is a system other than C:P-V, the remote user must 
be famil iar with the remote procossing commands and capa
bil ities of the particular master system. 

At the conclusion of this chapt1er, two other topics of 
interest to local and remote users are discussed. 

1. Record size restrictions. 

2. Vertical format control for rlemote devices. 

LDEV COMMAND 

A logical device stream is an information stream which may 
be attached to any symbiont device that the user specifies. 
(Symbiont devices include devices such as the I ine printer, 
card reader, card punch, and plotter at the central site and 
all devices at remote workstations.) At SYSGEN, up to 15 
logical device streams may be defined. Each is given a 
name (e.g., Cl, L 1, Pl), each is assigned to a default phys
ical device, and attributes are defined for the physical de
vice. Three logical device streams - C 1, L 1, and Pl - are 
always defined and are given default attributes at SYSGEN. 
The user may perform I/O through a logical device stream 
with the default physical device and attributes or he may 
change the physical device assignment and/or attributes to 
satisfy the requirements of h is job. He makes any necessary 
changes through use of the LDEV command. The informa
tion about the logical device stream is stored in a coopera
tive context block, providing for central ized information 
about the physical device even though I/O to that device 
may arise through more than one DCB within a job. 

The LDEV command is available in both the on-I ine and 
batch modes. The format of the command is 

LDEV stream-id[, (option)] ... 

where 

stream-id specifies the two-character name of the 
stream to be referenced. Th is must be the name of 
one of the logical device streams defined during 
S YS GE N (e. g ., C 1, L 1, P 1 ). 

options are as defined in Table 1. The options 
may appear in any order. 

Table 1. LDEV Command Options 

Option 

AINIT 

AREL 

-
Description 

Specifies that the atl'ributes for the stream are to be initialized with the attributes 
DEV command and that system defau Its are to be suppl ied specified on this L 

wherever an attrib 
a previous LDEV c 
ASAVE, and AREL 

utE! is not specified. Any attributes specified for the stream on 
ommand are to be ignored. AINIT is the default for the AINIT, 
options. 

Specifies that the s ystem table containing the attributes of this stream (which may 
e result of previous LDEV commands) is to be released and that 
ot,to be reinitialized. Any other options specified (except 

have been set as th 
the attributes are n 
DELETE) in this co mmand will be ignored. 
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Table 1. LDEV Command Options (cont.) 

-----O-p-t-io-n-------------.--D-e-s-c-ri-p-t-io-n-------------·-----.. --·-------------~I 

ASAVE 

CONCURR 

COPIES,value 

COUNT,tab 

DELETE 

DEV,type 

DRC 

FFORM,name 

FORM,name 

Specifies that the current attributes for the stream are to be changed only by options 
explicitly specified on this LDEV command. Other LDEV-specifiable attributes 
(which may have been set as the result of previous LDEV commands) are not to be 
changed. 

Places the symbiont output stream in concurrent output mode, a mode in which out
put is broken into groups ~"chunks") and released to the symbiont stream for output. 
Once this stream has been selected by the symbiont for printing or punching, then 
the particular device is held until all output produced by the job has been processed, 
except as otherwise directed by an operator key-in. If CONCURR is not the only 
option specified, then already prepared outp~ will be packaged for printing in its 
entirety and a newl y bannered stream will be created for subsequent output. The 
COPIES option may not be specified when CONCURR is specified. 

Specifies the number of times the file is to be processed to produce multiple copies. 
The range of values that may be specified is 1-255. The default value is 1. 

Specifies that page counting is to be done and specifies the column in which the 
most significant digit of the page count is to be listed. The value of "tab" must 
be appropriate for the particular physical device. (Note that if COUNT is speci
fied for the LO device and a TITLE control command is also specified, the page 
count wi II be superimposed on the title line.) The default is no page counting. 

Specifies that if output currently exists for this stream but has not yet been dis
patched for processing, it is to be deleted. (If such a stream exists and DELETE is 
not specified, the output forthe stream isdispatched for processing.) Ifinputis cur
rently being accessed through this stream, any part of the stream that has not been 
read wi II automatically be deleted whether or not DELETE is specified. 

Specifies the device type, where type is the two-character mnemonic of the device 
to be associated with the stream. Valid mnemonics are resource mnemonics either 
of the central site or of a remote workstation. Central site mnemonics are those 
defined for symbiont devices during SYSGEN (e.g., CR, LP). Remote mnemonics 
are those specified when defining a workstation with Super (e.g., OC, CR). 

Requests that monitor logical record formatting implied by the DEV option not be 
performed. Any record formatting necessary wi II be suppli ed by the user. If DRC 
is not specified, the monitor will perform logical record formatting. 

Specifies the future form name (as below, with FORM)of the form to be used when 
the form change procedure (M:DEVICE(FORM/FNAME)) is specified in the program 
for the stream. When M:DEVICE(FORM/FNAME)) is encountered, the stream will 
be dispatched for processing and restarted with 'name' as the stream form. The de
fault is none. 

Specifies the one- to four-character name of an installation-determined paper form 
or card stock and is used in outputscheduling for the device. Thedefault is to have 
no special scheduling (i.e., the operator wi II determine whi ch form to use). If used on 
input, name specifies the one- to four-character name of a noncontrol input fi Ie. 
(FORM and NAME may be used interchangeably. ) 

1----------------+------------------------------_._-------__ --I 
FPC, name 

JDE, value 
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Specifies the one- to four-character name of an installation-determined form over
lay and is used in output scheduling for the Xerox 1200 or a similar device. The 
default is to have no special scheduling (i.e., the operator will determine which 
overlay to use if any). 

Specifies the direction of the stream. The defau It is OUT. 

Specifies the job descriptor entry to be used in output scheduling for the device. 
The value must be in the range 0-89 and specifies an installation defined procedure 
describing printer setup attributes (e.g., ._V_F_C __ ta~pe--')'--. ______________ ....J 



Option 

LINES,value 

NAME,name 

NOVFC 

OUT 

sEaL id] 

S PACE,value[, top] 

SRCB 

{
VFC } 
NOVFC 

Table 1. LDEV Command Options (cont.) 

Description 

Specifies the number of printable lines per logical page. A maximum of 32,767 
lines per page may be specified. The default is determined at SYSGEN. 

Specifies the one- 1'0 four-character name of a noncontrol input file (see below, 
II Noncontrol Input FlIes"). If used on output, name specifies the one- to four
character name of an in"tallation-determined paper form or card stock and is used in 
output schedul ing for the device. (NAME and FORM may be used interchangeably. ) 

See VFC below. 

See IN above. 

Specifies that punchE~d output is to have decimal sequencing in columns 72-80. If 
a user-defined id is specified, it will be punched in columns 73-76 of each card. 
Sequencing begins with 0000. 

Specifies the spacing between lines (value) and between the top of each page and 
the first line printed (top). A value of 1 indicates that lines are to be single spaced. 
The greatest value that may be specified for value and top is 15. 

Applies to remote pmcessing and is only valid when the WSN option is specified. 
It specifies that the lJIser will supply a device-dependent control byte as the first 
byte of each record if this is an output stream, or that he wishes to receive it as 
the first byte of records if the stream is input. The following conditions appl y: 

For remote devices for which the SRCB option of the WORKSTATION 
command W(lS set to U, the SRCB option of the LDEV command must be 
specified. 

2 The LDEV SRCB option may not be specified for remote input devices 
unless the SRCB option of the WORKSTATION command was set to U. 

3 The LDEV SIRCB option is legal for any output device. 

Specifies whether or not vertical format control characters are to be used. (These 
two options are only ~egal for I ine printers.) VFC requests that a default vertical 
format control character be added to all records. NOVFC requests that the format 
character be stripped from the record if present. The default is VFC. 

Specifies the workstal'ion name of the remote device that is to receive the stream, 
where name can be from one to eight alphanumeric characters. The default is 
local output. If a dollar sign ($) is specified, the name of the workstation on the 
JOB command (if onel is specified) effectively replaces the dollar sign. If no 
workstation name was specified on the JOB command or if no JOB command was 
used, the name of the workstation from which the job was submitted effectively 
replaces the dollar si~~n. (The dollar sign option allows a job to be run from more 
than one workstation without necessitating respecification of the workstation name 
on the LDEV command.) 

_-L-__ , 
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Examples: 

1. The following command requests association of stream 
L 1 with the local I ine printer named LP and specifies 
that I ines per page is to be 60. All other attributes are 
to be suppl ied by default. 

! LDEV L 1,(DEV,LP),(LINES,60) 

2. The following command requests association of stream 
L5 with the I ine printer named LL at remote workstation 
LAX. All other cttributes are to be suppl ied by default. 

! LDEV L5,(DEV,LL),(WS N,LAX) 

If an LDEV command specifies DEV=LP or CP and no WSN, 
the stream is LDEVed to the system I isting or system punch 
device respectively (if it exists) at the workstation of ori
gin. The workstation of origin is the one from wh ich the job 
was subm itted or one on the JOB command wh ich overrides 
it. If the appropriate device is not present, the output is 
sent to the LOCAL device. 

For example: 

!JOB X, Y, 7, WSN1 

! LDEV L2, (DEV, LP) 

is identical to: 

IJOB X, Y,7 

! LDEV L2, (DEV, L P), (WS N, WS N 1 ) 

USING LDEV TO RECEIVE INPUT 

The LDEV command can be used to receive input transmitted 
via remote processing only if the receiving site is a CP-V 
system {either master or slave}. 

Two types of input devices may be defined for IRBTs and the 
central site: 

1. CTL devices - control devices from which system control 
commands such as the JOB command or remote control 
commands may be transmitted. (The card reader at an 
IRBT is usually a CTL device.) 

2. NCTL devices - noncontrol devices from which files of 
data may be transmitted; i. e., files from NCTL de
vices are not scanned for system control commands 
(except EOD and FIN). 
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Input from CTL devices is always scanned (unless otherwise 
requested) by the receiving operating system for system con
trol commands which tell the system what is to be done with 
the input (e.g., run it as a job). 

When input is from an NCTL device, a user job at the re
ceiving site may access the input via the LDEV command. 
Jobs are not allowed to access input that was sent from a 
CTL device unl ess that input was preceded by the command 

! ! NCTL [name] 

where name specifies the one- to four-character name of 
the noncontrol input stream. 

The! ! NCTL command specifies that the input that immedi
ately follows is to be treated as though it had arrived from 
an NCTL device - it is not to be scanned for system control 
commands. This feature provides, among other things, a 
means of transmitting jobs that are to be run ata later time. 

It is important to note that jobs at the receiving site can 
never access the actual physical input device at the sending 
site. They can only access the input from the device once 
it has arrived. The input is not restricted to being received 
by a job submitted by a user at the receiving site. For ex
ample, a us~r at a remote site may submit a job to the cen
tral site for tne specific purpose of reading a noncontrol file 
from a device at the same remote site. 

To read a file that has been input via remote processing, the 
user assigns one of the logical device streams to the device 
and the WS N of the fi I e and then reads that stream. For 
example, the command 

! LDEV C2,(WS N,ST A6),(DEV,CR) 

assigns logical device stream C2 to the first available coop
erative input file from device CR at workstation STA6. The 
file may then be read by a series of commands such as 

!PCLt 

COpy C2 TO FILE 

END 

provided that either CR is a noncontrol device or that the 
file was preceded by a !! NCTL command. 

t The Peripheral Conversion Language (PCL) is described in 
the CP-V IBP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, and in the CP-V I 
TS Reference Manual, 90 09 07. 



In this example, the input wi II be copied to a standard 
CP-V consecutive fi Ie called FIl.E. Cooperative input 
fi les are deleted as they are read, so it is good practice to 
copy them to standard fi les befor1e accessing the data. 

The above example obtains the first available (first to enter 
the system) cooperative fi Ie that has no name from the de
vice to which C2 i's assigned. To access a particu lor named 
cooperative input file, the lDEV command could be mod
ified as fol lows: 

! lDEV C2,(WSN,STA6),(DEV,CR),(IN),(NAME,ABCD) 

This command connects cooperative stream C2 to the input 
cooperative file frc)m workstation STA6 and device CR with 
the name ABCD. 

The lDEV command can be used t'o receive input sent by a 
central site to a slC:lVe CP-V IRBT because the central site 
(llways has a workstation name defined for it for use by jobs 
at the slave CP-V. (Actually, the central site is defined 
CIS a workstation by' the slave CP-V through use of the Super 
processor. ) 

The SRCB option of the lDEV command is useful for devices 
with nonstandard rE~cord control properties. SRCB may be 
specified if, and only if, it was specified at the time the 
workstation was defined, that the user's program would be 
prepared to receive the control byte at the beginning of 
each record transmitted by this dE!vice as the first charac
ter of the data. The user's program may, for example, 
contain special routines to process the nonstandard control 
bytes. 

I 

USING LDEV TO SEN .. OUTPUT 

Output to a device may be sent from a CP-V system to a 
remote site using the lDEV commcmd. The receiving site 
may be any type of remote proces:§ing terminal. A user may 
send remote processing output to CI device at a site regard
less of whether the site is currently connected. If the site 
is not connected, the output is queued and is sent when the 
site becomes connected. 

To send output to another site, a logical device stream must 
be di rected to an c:>utput device at the other site. For 
example, 

IlDEV ll,(WSN,BBB),(DEV,LP) 

The above command directs logiccd device stream L1 to 
device lP at the site with workstation name BBB. The file 
that is to be output may then be written to logical device 
stream 11 with commands such as 

IPCl 
COpy FILE TO L 1 
END 

This example assum~~s that the output resides in the fi Ie 
called FILE. 

The logical file will not actually be queued for output until 
one of the following occurs: 

1. The job exits. 

2. The user issues a !PRINT command (available only to 
on-line users). 

3. The logical device stream" is modified using the lDEV 
command. Actually, the user may issue another LDEV 
command for whi ch the sole purpose is to di spatch the 
cooperative file for output. The simplest such com
mand would be 

! lDEV L1 

which retums the logical device stream II to the de
fault attributes defined at SYSGEN, thereby redefining 
the attributes of II and dispatching the current coop
erati ve fi I e for output. 

All of the standard LDEVoptions may be used when assigning 
output to a remote device if they are legal for the particu lar 
device. For example, if the following lDEV command is used 

I LDEV 11 ,(WSN,BBB),(DEV,lP),(FORM, WXYZ) 

this cooperative file will not be output until the form WXYZ 
is mounted on the device lP at workstation BBB. 

The SRCB option on the LDEV command shou Id only be used 
when the fil e to be output conta ins user-supp lied contro I 
bytes at the beginning of each record. User-suppl ied 
control bytes are appropriate only when the programmer 
wishes to supply control bytes that are different from those 
supplied by CP-V. 

EXAMPLES OF LDEV USAGE 

In these examples, Rl is used as the logical device stream 
name on the lDEV command. 

1. Writing to a device: 

Assume that a workstation named USA has been defined 
with a printer named lP. To assign Rl to this device, 
the LDEV command is 

! lDEV Rl ,(WSN,USA),(DEV, lP) 

If the user wishes to run a program called WOWIE, 
which prints through M:Ll, he might, for example, issue 
the following commands: 

!ASSIGN M:Ll,(DEVICE,Rl) 
!RUN (LMN,WOWIE) 

or 

lSET M:LL Rl 8 
lSTART WOWIE8 
IPRINT@) 

(batch) 

(on-line) 

The printed output from WOWIE would be sent to the 
printer lP at workstation USA. 
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2. Submitting a job from a CP-V system acting asa slave IRBT: 

Assume that a CP-V system is slave to another operating 
system that uses the HASP Mu Iti leaving protocol. The 
master system is known in the slave CP-V system as 
workstation narne MASTER and its card reader is known 
as device JE (br "job entry"). If a job to be run at the 
master system has been stored in a file called JOBFIlE 
at the slave sy~tem, the job can be submitted to the 
master system with the following commands: 

! lDEV R1 ,(WS N,MASTER),(DEV,JE) 
!PCl 
COpy JOBFIlE TO R1 
END 

Note: The file is not actually read by the card 
reader JE. However, it is transmitted via 
remote processing as though it had been 
read by such a card reader. 

The fi Ie in JOBFI lE should contain job control language 
that is appropriate for the master system so that the job 
can be executed correctly. 

Another set of commands that can be used to submit a 
job from a CP-V IRBT to a master system is I isted below. 
This set of commands can only be used if the job to be 
input resides 011 cards, the master system is not a CP-V 
system, and no command within the job being submitted 
contains a ! in the first column. The entire set of com
mands must be submitted from the card reader at the 
CP-V IRBT. 

! JOB SUBMIT,REMOTE,7 
! LIMIT (CORE,8),(TIME,2) 
! lDEV R1 ,(WS N,MASTER),(DEV,JE) 
!PCl 
COpy CR TO R1 
IlpROG JOB (28741,SMK=CC),JOHN.SMITH, 
II MSGlEVEl = 1 
II EXEC PGM =PLlCOMP 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT =A 
IlcOMPOUT DD UNIT = SYSDA, 
II DISP = (NEW,PASS), SPACE = (80,250) 
IISYSIN DD * 

1* 
lEaD 
lEaD 
END 

[source statements] 

3. Passing fi les between CP-V systems: 

'vVhen two CP-V systems are connected together it is 
possible to pass unstructured data between users at the 
two sites. Such files are limited to a maximum of 140 
bytes per record (a symbiont restriction) and no struc
ture is maintained for keyed files. Therefore, if the 
user wishes to maintain a keyed structure or if records 
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longer than 140 bytes exist, the file must be processed 
by a user-written program to prepare it for transm ission. 
In the example below, the file COMFIlE is assumed to 
be a consecutive file with recc·rds that do not exceed 
140 bytes in length. 

Assume that there are two CP-V systems, A and B. (It 
is not important which is the master and which is the 
slave.) B is defined in A as workstation CPVB and has 
a device named FO (for "fi les out"). A is defined in 
B as workstation CPVA and has a device named FI (for 
"fi les in ") which matches the FO device. 

Note: FI and FO probably are not actual physical de
vices. They are more likely to be pseudo devices 
for wh i ch attributes were defi ned when worksta
tion CPVA was defined in B and when worksta
tion CPVB was defined in A. The only important 
factor is that the two devices, whether pseudo 
or actual, have matching attributes. 

If a user in A wishes to pass the file COMFIlE to a user 
in B, he might use the following commands: 

! lDEV R1,(WSN,CPVB),(DEV,FO),(NAME,XXX) 
!PCl 
COpy COMFIlE TO R1 
END 

XXX is the name that the file carries while it is being 
passed from one machi ne to the other. It is not requ ired 
but allows the user in B to access the file by name. 

After the two machines have been connected and the 
fi Ie transm i tted between them, a user in B can copy the 
fi Ie to his own version of COMFIlE (or to any fi Ie) as 
follows: 

! lDEV R1 ,(WSN,CPVA),(DEV,FI),( NAME,XXX) 
!PCl 
COpy R1 TO COMFIlE 
END 

The transfer of the fi Ie is now complete. 

LDEV PROCESSOR 

The lDEV command is available to all on-line and batch 
users. An M:lDEV program procedure that is almost identical 
to the lDEV command ex ists; however, it can only be used 
for remote processing purposes (i .e., to assign logical de
vice streams to remote devices) by shared processors. (The 
M:lDEV procedure is described in the CP-V/BP Reference 
Manual, 90 17 64.) The following discussion is for those 
users who wish to assign logical device streams to remote 
devices within the program rather than by use of the lDEV 
control command. 

Any program that has been loaded with the load processor 
may call the lDEV processor through use of the M:L1NK 



procedure. The LDEV processor can then be used to 
perform the following: 

1. Assign a logical device stream to a remote device. 

2. Assign a form name to the stream if desired. 

3. Spec ify whE~ther or not thEl user wi" supply record 
contro I bytE~s. 

The user who wishes to use this facility should follow the 
steps outlined below .. 

1. Obtain a common page. This may be done using the 
M:GCP procedure. 

M:GCP 

(This should be f'he only common page currently owned 
by the program.) 

2. Store the following FPT into the first seven words of 
the page obtained. (The M:GCP procedure returns the 
start address of I'he page in register 9.) 

o 31 

Error wOlrd 

0 01 Stream id 

WSN 

--

01 0 Device 

SRCB 

Form name 

where 

Error word may be set to any va lue by the user. 
If the LDEV is successful, this field will be set 
to zero on return from the link. If it is set to 
any other va lue, an error occurred. 

Stream id specifies, in text format, the name 
of one of the SYSGEN-defined logical device 
streams (e.g., Ll, PI). 

WSN specifies the workstation name in text 
format, left- justified and blank fj lied. 

Device specifies one of the devices defined for 
the workstation in te;<t format. 

SRCB specifies, if set to zero, that the system 
should supply record control bytes. If non
zero, it specifies thclt the user will supply 
record control bytes. 

Form name specifies the form name for the 
stream. The form name may be one to four 
characters in text format, left-justified and 
blank fi lied. If the field is set to zero, no 
form name wi II be associated with the stream. 

3. Link to the LDEV processor by using the M:LINK 
procedure. 

M:LINK 'LDEV',':SYS ' 

LDEVwill return to the instruction following the M:LINK 
procedure using the M: LDTRC procedure. If the first 
word of the FPT is zero, the LDEV was successfu I. If 
an error occurred, the first word of the FPT will be non
zero and LDEVwill printan error message through M:LL. 

Example: 

The following Meta-Symbol code assigns logical device 
stream Ll to device LP at workstation ST AnON. The sys
tem is to supply record control bytes and the standard form 
is to be used. 

M:GCP GET COMMON PAGE 
BCS ,8 NOPAGE NONE AVA ILABLE 
STW,9 SAVEPAGE SAVE ADDRESS 
LI,l 6 
LW,2 FPT,l MOVE FPT 
STW,2 *SAVEPAGE,l 
BDR,l $ -2 
M:LINK I LDEV I , I : SYS I CALL LDEV 
LW,9 ~'<SAVEPAGE SUCCESS? 
BNEZ ERROR 

FPT EQU $-1 SKIP ERROR WORD 
DATA C ' L11 ZEROS AND STREAM ID 
TEXT I STATTON I WORKSTATION NAME 
DATA C'LP' ZEROS AND DEVICE 
DATA 0,0 NO SRCB,NO FORM NAME 

JOB COMMAND 

The JOB command is described in complete detail in the 
CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64. Only that por
tion of the command that applies to remote processing, the 
wsn option, is described here. The format of the JOB 
command is 

JOB account,name[(ext. acctg.)] [, priority] [,wsn ] 

where wsn may specify either a workstation name or the 
term LOCAL which specifies lithe site at which the job is 
run". Although the effect of the wsn field on the JOB 
command is rather complex, the general effect is simple: 
the job IS print and punch output is directed to the named 
workstation. 
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If a workstation name is specified and is valid, the following 
steps are taken: 

1. If a system I isting device is defined for the specified 
workstation, logical cooperative stream L1 is assigned 
to that device. In effect, it is exactly as though the 
user had issued the command 

! LDEV L 1,(WSN,wsn),(DEV,xx) 

where wsn specified the workstation name that is on the 
JOB command and xx specified the name assigned to 
the system list i ng dev i ce • 

The user may change the device assignment for L 1 within 
his job using LDEVand thereby nullify the effect of the 
wsn on the JOB command for print output. 

If a system listing device is not defined for the work
station, L 1 maintclins its default assignment that was 
determ ined at SYSGEN unless the assignment is ex
plicitly changed within the job by the LDEV command. 

For RBTs, the printer is automatically designated as the 
system iisting device. For IRBTs, a listing device may 
be selected to be the system listing device when the 
workstation is defined using Super. 

2. If a system punch device is defined for the specified 
workstation, logical cooperative stream Pl is assigned 
to that device. In effect, it is exactly as though the 
user had issued the command 

! LDEV Pl,(WSN,wsn),(DEV,xx) 

where wsn specified the workstation name that is on the 
JOB command and xx specified the name assigned to 
the system punch device. 

The user may change the device assignment for Pl with in 
his job using LDEV and thereby nullify the effect of the 
wsn on the JOB command for punch output. 

If a system punch device is not defined for the worksta
tion, PI maintains its default assignment that was de
termined at SYSGEN unless the assignment is explicitly 
changed within the job by the LDEV command. 

For RBTs, the punch is automatically designated as the 
system punch device. For IRBTs, a punch device may 
be selected to be the system punch device when the 
workstation is defined using Super. 

If the term LOCAL is specified in the wsn field of the 
JOB command, the job's origin is ignored and L land Pl 
maintain their default assignments established at SYSGEN 
unless they are explicitly changed within the job using 
LDEV. 

If a workstation name is specified but is not valid, the 
diagnostic output is sent to the submitting site and the 
job is aborted. 
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If there is no wsn specified on the JOB command and the job 
originated at the central site, Ll and Pl maintain their 
default assignments established at SYSGEN unless they are 
expl icitly changed within the job using LDEV. 

If there is no wsn specification on the JOB command and the 
job originated at a remote site, then print and punch output 
are to be returned to the originating remote site and, in 
effect, it is exactly as though the user had specified his 
0\' n wsn on the JOB command. 

THE ISCL PROCESSOR 

The ISCL processor provides the on-I ine or batch user with 
the ability to copy, create, list, or delete files in another 
CP-V system via an IRBT connection. The processor inter
prets the user ISCL command and packages it for transmission 
to the remote CP-V system, where the action is performed 
asynchronously. Notification of completion of service (or 
cause of failure if a failure occurs) and return of informa
tion requested occurs in the user MAILBOX file through 
messages placed there by RA TLER, a system ghost job. When 
the user requests that a local file be sent to a remote fil e, 
the local portion of the service is performed immediately by 
the ISCL processor. When the file is built in the remote 
CP-V system, a message indicating addition of a file to the 
remote account is placed in the MAILBOX file of the re
mote account. 

To use the ISCL processor, the user must be authorized at 
the remote site as well as the local site. The ISCL processor 
is call ed v ia the command: 

!ISCL 

User requests may be of the following types: 

• Copy a file from a file at a remote CP-V system. 

• Send a file to a file at a remote CP-V system. 

• Delete a file at a remote CP-V system. 

• List file(s} which are at a remote CP-V system. 

ISCL COMMANDS 

ISCL commands have the following general structure: 

commond-verb Hd-I ist [{~€EJ fid-I is] 

The command-verbs are described below. Some of the com
mands allow the preposition specification, but it is never 
requ ired. The general format of a fid-I ist is: 

fid [, fid] .•. [@W~n ] 



The fid must be specified as 

filename [.[ account][. password]] 

The default account is the user's account and the default 
password is no password. In the SEND command, the default 
fid to the right of the preposition i's the fid specified to the 
left of the preposiric)n. The prepo!;ition OVER is assumed. 

The qual ifier '@Wsn' designates the file as a remote file at 
the site specified by the workstation name Iwsn'. Only one 
wsn specification is permitted in a command line. If multiple 
file specifications are appropriat4~ (only in the LIST and 
DELETE commands), the wsn speci'fication follows that last 
fid spec ifi cat ion. 

Each subfield of a fid specification (filename, account, and 
password) may be expressed in the usual form or in one of 
the following three ways: 

1. In quotes (,ACCT203 1
). 

2. As a character string (C'MYF1IE'). 

3. As a hexadecimal string (XI 123456789ABCDEO'). 

An example of an appropriate file identification is: 

'FILEN@ME' • )(IC 1 C3C3E3 1 "C'PASSWORD' 

Note that the file's name is FILEN@ME. 

The ISCL commands are described in,the paragraphs below. 

COpy A FILE FROM A REMOTE C:P-V SYSTEM 

SIEND This command specifies that a remote file is to be 
written over or onto a local file. The format of the com
mand is 

The qualifier l®WSn' is required within the fid1 specifica
tion. A MAILBOX message at the J!ocal site will signify that 
the '~ransmission is complete. If ON or TO is specified and 
fid2 already exists, an error message will be issued. 

Examples: 

1. S FILE. AAAA@CPY1 ON MYFILE 

The file FILE in account AAA at site CPV1 will appear 
on file MYFILE at the local siite. 

2. SEND XXXX. yyyy@CPV91~ 

The file XXXX in account YYYYat site CPV99 will be 
copied onto file XXXX in the user's account at the 
local site. 

SEND A FILE TO A REMOTE CP-V SYSTEM 

SEND This form of the SEND command specifies that a 
file at the local site is to be written over or onto a file at a 
remote site. The format of the command is 

S[END] fid1 [!~€EJ fid2] @Wsn 

This command requires the l@Wsn' qualifier whether or not a 
fid2 specification is given. The MAILBOX file of the target 
account at the remote site will receive notification'of the 
completion of service. The user who originates the command 
will not receive any notification of completion of service. 

Examples: 

1. SEND C'@@@' .AAAA.SECRET OVER FILECOPY .. 
SECURITY@CHICAGO 

The file @@@inaccountAAAwith the password SECRET 
will be sent to the CHICAGO site as file FILE COpy in 
the user's account with the password SECURITY. 

2. S XXX OVER @SIGMA7 

The file XXX from the user's account will be transmitted 
to siteSIGMA7and will overwrite file XXXin the user's 
account there. 

DELETE A FILE AT A REMOTE CP-V SYSTEM 

DELETE This command deletes a file or set of files at a 
specified remote site. The format of the command is: 

D[ELETE] fid-list~'Sn 

A MAILBOX message in the user's account at the local site 
will indicate completion of service. 

Example: 

D FILE, XXX. YYYY@CPV33 

The files FILE in the user's account and XXX in account 
YYYY will be deleted at the remote site CPV33. 

LIST A FILE AT A REMOTE CP-V SYSTEM 

LIST This command I ists at the local site the file param
eters of a requested fil e (or set of fiI es) wh ich are at a remote 
site. The format of the command is: 
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If option A has been requested, the attributes of each file 
are also listed. ThesH attributes include 

Size in granules. 
Record count. 
Organ ization (keyed or consecutive). 
Read accounts, if other than 'ALL'. 
Write accounts, if other than 'NONE'. 
Modification date. 

If option EA (extended attributes) has been requested, the 
following attributes are I isted in addition to those described 
above: 

Creation date. 
Expiration date. 
Backup date. 
Last access date. 

If the filename is omitted in any fid specification, the 
entire account is I isted according to the A or EA specified. 
If neither A nor EA is specified, the default is A for a singl e 
file I isting and just filename if an entire account is being 
listed. 

Listing information appears in the MAILBOX file in the 
user IS account at the local site. 

Examples: 

1. LXXX. YYYY(EA)@SIGMA7 

The file XXX in account YYYYat site SIGMA7 is 
examined and the extended attributes of that file are 
returned to the local user's MAILBOX file. 

2. L XXX (A), • YYYV, • BBBB(A)@CPV1 

The file XXX in the user's account and all files in the 
account BBBB will be listed with attributes and the 
names of all files in account YYYY will be I isted. All 
files examined reside at the remote site specified by 
the workstation name CPV1. 

ISCL MESSAGES 

The messages I isted in Tabl e 2 are error messages produced 
by ISCL in regard to the last request entered. (System error I 

messages and messages from the proces~:or which handles lDE\ 
commands can also be received while using ISCl commands. ) 
Table 3 lists those messages that can appear in MAILBOX 
files as a result of an ISCL request. 

RECORD SIZE RESTRICTIONS 

The following record size restrictions apply to records 
written to and read from devices at remote sites: 

1. No output record is allowed that exceeds the maximum 
set for the device when the workstation is defined. 
Records are truncated if they exceed the maximum. 
The maximum record size for input devices is currently 
not used. 

2. If a record is written through a DCB that specifies the 
DATA or TABS options, the record length cannot ex
ceed 136 bytes after the options have been processed. 
Records are truncated to 'enforce this rule. 

3. Records that are smaller than the minimum defined 
for the devi ce when the workstation was defined are 
automati call y expanded to the minimum size with blanb 
or zeros, depending on the mode (BIN/BCD) of the 
DCB being used for output devices. Note that this 
is a handy feature when data should appear to the 
remote site to be in aO-column card format. 

4. Records received by the CP-V remote processing system 
may not exceed 140 bytes in their uncompressed form. 
In some cases, this limits the data to 139 bytes since a 
record control byte exists. (This is an important consid
eration when passing data fi les between CP-V systems.) 

Table 2. ISCL Error Messages 

Message Description 

FILE EXISTS - CANNOT COpy ON or TO was specified in a request to write a local file which exists. 
OVER must be specified to allow overwriting. 

FILE PARAMETERS INCOMPLETE The file specified to be sent has a malformed set of file parameters. 

ILLEGAL COMMAND The command does not contain all necessary information. 

NOT YOUR FILE An attempt was made to write a file to which the user is denied write 
access. 

OUT OF PAGES ISCL was unable to obtain another page due to system or user core 
limits. Check the user's authorization. I 
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Table 3. MAILBOX Messages 
-

Message Description 

· . DELETING FILE This message occurs when a DELETE request was given. It is followed by the 
name of the file for which deletion was requested and a message which indi-
cates either that the deletion was successful or an error occurred. 

• . LISTING FILE Same as above except that it pertains to a LIST request. 

•. SENDING FILE Same as above except that it pertains to a SE N D request ~ 

· . n FI LES DH.ETED The number of files indicated by n have been successfully deleted. 

· . n FILES LISTED The number of files indicated by n have been successfully listed. 

HAVE SENT: filename The specified file has been successfully sent. 

CANT GET PAGE The system or ghost core I imits have been exceeded for the central ized 
processing ghost RATLER. 

CLOBBERED FILE PARAMETERS The designated file has a malformed set of file parameters. 

FILE EXISTS - CANNOT COPY An attempt was made to write a file to which the user is denied write access. 

TRANSMISSION ERROR One or more records have been lost in transm iss ion of a fil e or a request. 

NOT AUTHORIZED IN REMOTE The user does not have proper authorization in the designated remote 
SYSTEM system. 

VERTICAL FORMAT CONTRol. AT REMOTE PRINTERS IRBT PRINTERS 

The vertical format control (VFC) available for printers at 
RBTs and at IRBTs differs somewhclt from that for printers at 
a CP-V system. 

7670 RBT PRINTERS 

The M:DEVICE VFC CAL may be used for printer format 
control. The samle horizontal control available for a local 
printer is available for the 7670 RBT printer. However, only 
two types of vertical control may be requested by the user: 

1. Skip n extra I ines before printing (X'Cn"). 

2. Perform top-of-form before printing (X'F1'). 

The 7670 RBT printer will also perform top-of-form or 
vertical tab after a line is printed if X'OC' or X'OB' , 
respectively, is contained within the text of the output 
message. 

The VFC codes sent to IRBT I isting devices differ according 
to the SRCB type specified for the device when the work
station was defined by the system manager. 

SRCB=C 

All records are single spaced regardless of the VFC codes 
used. 

SRCB=P or SRCB=X 

The fo lIowing codes are avai lable: 

X'60' suppress space before printing. 

X'Cn' (n=O-F) - skip n extra I ines before printing. 

X' Fn' (n=O-F) skip to channel n before printing. 

All other codes are translated in the following manner: 

If bit 3 of the code is set to zero, the code is treated as 
though it were an X1Cn i type code. If bit 3 of the code 
is set to one, the code is treated as though it were an X'Fn' 
type code. 
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SRCB=U 

When SRCB=U, the user can supply his own VFC code. 
Standard HASP Multileaving codes follow the eight-bit 
format described below (however, liot all IRBT printers will 
use all ~odes appropriately): 

lOlOOOnn - space nn immediately. 

lOllnnnn - skip to channel nnnn immediately. 

lOOOOOnn - space nn after printing. 

lOOlnnnn - skip to chamel nnnn after printing. 

10000000 - suppress space. 

PASSING FILES DIRECTLY TO CP-V IRBT PRINTERS 

When noncontrol input files are received at a CP .. V IRBT 
from Multileaved systems OI'Id are to be directly passed to 
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a print device with SRCB = P, the Multileaved VFC codes 
are translated and placed in the first character position 
of the input records. 

2780 RBT OR 3780 RBT PRINTERS 

The VFC codes for 2780 RBT printers are treated I ike 
those for IRBT printers with SRCB = P (see above), with 
the following exceptions: 

1. Suppress space is not allowed. X'60 ' will be treated 
as X1CO'. 

2. Skip to channel may only specify channels 0-7; higher 
numbers will have eight subtracted from them. 



3. REMOTE OPERATOR 

Since CP-V support·s a variety of remote terminals, the 
operation of remote terminals is a very broad subject. Each 
remote operator should read the clperations manual written 
by the manufacturer of his particular remote terminal. In 
addition, IRBT and 2780 operators should read Appendixes A 
and Band 7670 RBT operators should read Appendixes A 
and C. Operator~ Clt a C P-V system that is acting as an 
IRBT should also raad Chapter 4. All operators at remote 
sites should read this chapter becaus.e the information appl ies 
to operation of both RBTs and IRBTs. 

This chapter describ(~s remote procE~ssing control commands 
that are avai lable tC) the operator at the remote site. In 
some cases, the user may act as operator and wi II supply 
these commands him!,elf. The procedures for changing the 
form at a remote output device and for entering an input 
fi Ie that is not to be scanned for c()ntrol commands are also 
described. Error and informational messages that apply to 
remote processing are listed at the end of the chapter. 

REMOTE PROCESSING CONTROL COMMANDS 

There are several control command; (RBCCs) unique to the 
remote processing system. These control commands have 
several common characteristics. 

1. They usually bE~gin with the prefix IRB. If they are 
transmitted to CP-V from the operator1s console of 
an IRBT, the prefix ! RB need not be present. For 
example, 

From card reader: I RBCONT LP 

From operator1s console olF an IRBT: CaNT LP 

2. They may be submitted from any input device defined 
to be a control device or the OC device. 

3. They may appe1ar in a job' stream anywhere except 
within a job or ,after a FIN cal"d. (The RBID command, 
discussed shortly, is an exception to this rule.) 

4. The characters II. II and II; II are treated as an end of 
card and may be followed by a comment. The comment 
can extend on Iy to the end of the card. 

The remote processing control commands are described in the 
following paragraph:; under the he!adings IIGeneral Com
mands ll

, IIFile Handling Commands II, and IIDevice 
Commands II. 

GENERAL COMMANDS 

These commands are used to log workstations on and off and 
to transmit messages to the local operator. 

RBID Logs a workstation onto the system. (See Ap-
pendix B.) No other cards may precede or follow the RBID 
card. (Other cards may be input on Iy after the log-on 
process is complete.) The form of the RBID control com
mand is 

(RBID wsn [message] 

where 

wsn must be a one- to eight-character workstation 
name authorized by system management. 

message is any message that the user wishes to send 
to the local operator. The message can only ex
tend to the end of the card. 

RBDISC Logs the workstation off the system. All output 
ready for the workstation is transmitted to it and the line is 
then disconnected. The form of the command is 

(IRBDlSC 

RBXXX Logs the workstation off the system and discon-
nects it immediately. All output in progress is saved for the 
next session and all input in progress is discarded. The for
mat of the command is 

(IRBXXX 

RBMSG Transmits a message to the local operator. The 
form of the RBMSG control command is 

(RBMSG message 

The message can only extend to the end of the card. There
fore a lengthy message may require more than one RBMSG 
contro I command. 

RBDEV Displays the status of all devices at the worksta-
tion and, where applicable, the name of the form mounted 
on each device. The format of the command is 

(IRBDEY 
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RBINFO Displays various C P-V statistics. The format 
of the command is 

i!RBINFO 

The format of the output is 

*TIME = hh:mm mo/dd/yy 
*USERS IN SYSTEM = nn 
*ETMF = e 
*BATCH JOBS: RUNNING = j 
* WAITING = i 

where ETMF specifies the execution time multiplication fac
tor. The user may multiply the amount of CPU time required 
for a task by the ETMF to estimate the elapsed time required 
to complete the task in the current environment. 

fiLE HANDLING COMMANDS 

These commands control individual files belonging to a 
workstation or all of the files for that workstation. They 
take effect regardless of whether the affected files are cur
rently in an input stage, an output stage, or are running. 

RBPRIO Changes the priority of the workstation IS fi les 
in the symbiont system to the specified priority. The com
mand has the form 

I RBPRIO priority C {AL~dr 'd] }] ~ sysl LJsysl ... 

where 

priority specifies the new priority of the files that 
are to have their priority changed. Any priority 
in the range l-F is legal for output files and any 
priority in the range 0 to the value specified for 
RP (an option in the WORKSTA nON command) is 
legal for input files. 

ALL specifies that all of the workstation's fi les that 
are in the symbiont system are to have thei r pri-
0rities changed. ALL is the default. 

sysid is a number that identifies a fi Ie for which 
the pri ori ty is to be changed. 

RBHOLD Prevents current output fi les and output fi les 
from other sources from being output, but does not affect 
input files (except that output that resu Its from the execu
tion of such fi les is held). Its primary purpose is to allow 
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the input, execution, and output of a high priority job (or 
series of jobs) after whi::::h output of held fi les may then be 
resumed. The form of the RBHOLD control command is 

I RBHO LD[AL~ . ] 
SYSI d[,sys, dJ ... 

where 

ALL specifies that all output fi les for the workstation 
are to be held. A "hold all II flag is set causing 
the output from a II files transferred from other 
sources to this workstation to be held also. Any 
jobs submitted from this workstation following an 
lRBHOLD ALLare not held. Only those jobs sub
mitted from this workstation before the ! RBHOLD 
ALL and all fi les transferred from other sources 
before and after the !RBHOLD ALLare held. ALL 
is the defau It. 

sysid is a number that identifies a file to be held. 

RBRETRIEVE Re leases fi les that are he Id. The form of 
the RBRETRIEVE control command is 

[
ALL ] lRBRETRIEVE 'dr 'd' 
SYSI l'sysl J .•. 

where 

ALL specifies that all files that are held are to be 
released for output. The "hold all II flag is reset. 
ALL is the default. 

sysid is a number that identifies a fi Ie to be re-
leased for output. 

RBDELETE De letes input, output, or executing fi les 
from the symbiont system. If a file is deleted when it 
is running, it is aborted and the output is released. The 
form of the RBDELETE control command is 

~ALL ] 
lRBDELETE 'dr 'dJ 

SYSI LJsysl ... 

where 

ALL specified that a II fi les are to be deleted. ALL 
is the default value. 

sysid is a number that identifies a fi Ie to be 
deleted. 



IRBSTATUS Requests the status of files belonging to the 
workstation. The status is retumed in the message file (see 
"Remote Processing Messages ll

). lrhe form of the RBSTATUS 
control command is 

~RBSTATUSrAL~. . ] I Lsyso d ~SYSI d]. • . 

where 

ALL specifies that the stCltus of all files be given. 
ALL is the default value. 

sysid is a number that idEtntifies a file for which the 
status is to be given. 

IRBSWITCH Changes the works.tation assignment of out
put files. Files cannot be switched until they have com
pleted running. The command has the form 

!RBSWITCH wsn ['[dev]~ {AL~-dr 'dil }]n t SYSI ,SYSI IJ ••• U 

where 

wsn is th.~ name of the workstation to which the 
files are 1'0 be switched. The central site has the 
wsn LOCAL. 

dev specifies any device name defined for the 
workstation. The devic:e must exist at both 
wo rks tat i()ns. 

ALL specmes that all filos are to be switched. ALL 
is the default. (Only files for devices which exist 
at both workstations are switched. ) 

sysid is a number that identifies a file or set of 
files to b4~ switched. 

The remote processing system will switch all files possible 
and will produce an error messag.~ when any of the follow
ing conditions occurs: 

1. A specified fille cannot be fOlund. 

.2. There is no file for the appropriate device for the 
specified sysicl. 

3. The specified device does not exist at both workstations. 

·4. An attempt is made to switch a file more than once. 

Note that when dev is not specifHed, both commas are re
quired in the command syntax. For example 

IRBSWITCH NORTHLAB" 1A2,3BC 

! RBSWlTCH NORTHLAB" 

DEVICE COMMANDS 

These commands control the devices at a workstation. In 
the command formats, "dev" specifies the name of a device 
defined for the workstation. For RBT workstations, they are 

CR - card reader 

CP - card punch 

LP - I ine printer 

SUSPEND COMMAND 

RBSUSPEND Specifies that output on the specified 
device(s) is to be suspended. The command is only valid 
for IRBTs. (See Appendix B for a discussion of suspending 
output on a 7670 RBT device.) Devices suspended with 
RBSUSPEN D can be restarted with RBC ONTINUE, 
RBREPRINT, RBABORT, RBSAVE, or RBALIGN. Theformat 
of the RBSUSPEN D command is 

(RBSUSPEND dev~dev] ••. 

RESTART COMMANDS 

These commands may be issued for any active or suspended 
output device at an IRBT or for any 7670 RBT output device 
that has been suspended by the RBToperator (see Appendix B). 
The dev option need not be present if the command is sent 
from an RBT. 

RBCONTINUE Specifies that suspended output is to be 
continued from where it stopped. The following should be 
noted. 

1. If the command is from an IRBT and a device is speci
fied which is not suspended, no action is taken on that 
device. 

2. If the command is from a 7670 RBT and output was sus
pended by pressing GENERAL CLEAR on the RBT con
trol panel, one or two I ines of output may be lost. 

3. RBCONTINUE cannot be used at an IBM 2780 or 
3780 RBT. 

The format of the RBCONTINUE command is 

(IRBCONTlNUE [devvdev] ... ] 

RBREPRINT Specifies that the output is to be restarted 
at the symbiont retry point (see glossary). The form of the 
command is 

( RBREPRINT [dev Ldev] ••• ] 
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RBABORl Specifies that the output should be stopped 
and de leted from the: system. The form of the RBABORT 
command is 

(RBABORT [dev['dev1.··1 

RBSAVE Specifies that the output should be put back in 
the output symbiont queue and returned starting at the sym
biont retry point (see glossary) when it is again selected 
according to priority. If KEEP was specified by the system 
manager for this device, or the file being output is not in its 
last copy, RBSAVE will requeue the entire file from the be
ginning of the current copy. (For message files, RBSAVE is 
equivalentto RBABORT.) The form ofthe RBSAVE command is 

(IRBSAVE [de v [,dev) ••• J 

RBALIGN Specifies that forms alignment should be per
formed on the device(s) specified. This command may also 
be used to unlock a device (as in the RBUNLOCK command 
below) and thus align the beginning of a file. The format 
of the command is 

(I RBA L1G N [dev r;dev 1 ... ) 

OTHER DEVICE COMMAN DS 

RBlOCK Locks out the specified device(s) from further 
use. Any current operation on the device is completed 
before the lock takes effect. The OC device at an IRBT 
cannot be locked out. The format of the command is 

( RBlOC K dev(,dev J •.. 

RBUNlOCK Unlocks a locked device. (The RBALIGN 
command may alsobe used to unlock a locked devic'e.) The 
form of the RBUN LOCK command is 

( RBUN lOC K dev['dev J •.. 

RBFORM Specifies the form name to be associated with 
a device. Each output symbiont file has a form name asso
ciated and will not be output unless the appropriate form is 
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specified for the device via RBFORM. The remote operator 
is informed each time there is a fi Ie in the system that 
could be output if the form for a device were changed. If 
RBFORM is issued for a noncontrol ir.jJut devi ce, the form 
name becomes the name of the next fi Ie entered from the 
device. The R~FORM command is always legal for input 
devices. It is only legal for an output device if the device 
is either inactive or locked. The format of the RBFORM 
command is 

(I RBFORM dev[.name) 

where name is the form name. If it is omitted, the standard 
form for the device is assumed. 

RBSIZE Controls various parameters associated with RBT 
hardware and has the form 

(I RBSIZE opt; on[.opt; on). . . 

where the options may be 

LP=value sets the maximum length of I ines printed 
at the RBT. 

CP=value sets the maximum length of card images 
punched at the RBT. 

NOEM specifies that EM characters are not to be 
punched into cards at the RBT. If NOEM is speci
fied, the full 80-column image wi" be punched 
for all cards. 

EM specifies that EM characters may be punched 
into cards at the RBT. 

The maximums and defaults for the above options are es
tabl ished when the workstation is defined (via the Super 
WORKSTATION command). 

RBCll Changes the device on which system messages 
wi" appear from that which is defined as the system message 
device for the workstation and is only applicable to IRBTs. 
The format of the command is 

( RBCTl devname 

where devname may be OC or any other output device for 
whi ch SRCB=P. (SRCB=P is specified when the workstati on 
is defined.) If the device is not OC, system messages wi II 
be in the form of message fi les. 



CHANGING I:ORMS 

When output for the form currel"ltl y mounted on an output 
device at a remote site is exhausted but files for the device 
with other form nClmes exist, the following message isoutput 
on the system message device at the remote site: 

*SETUP REQUIRED DEV=xx 

where xx specifies the name of tine device (e. g., LP). 

Note that message files use the standard form and are not 
output when the system messagE~ device itsel f has a non
standard form mounted. Therefore remote operators should 
use standard forms on system mEtSsage devices as much as 
possible. The above message, for example, might not be 
output when needed if a nonstandard form were mounted on 
the system message device. 

When the SETUP REQUIRED me~.sage is output, the remote 
operator should follow the procedure below to change the 
form: 

1. Find out whclt new forms are needed for files waiting 
to be output" This is accomplished by using the 
RBSTATUS ALL command. (Files that are listed with 
no form name require the stcmdard form. ) 

2. Lock the deviice using the RBLOCK command. 

3. Select the next form stock tl:) be used. 

4. tJount the appropriate form stock on the device. 

5. Inform CP-V that the form is ready by using the 
RBFORM command. 

6. Unlock the device. This may be done via the 
RBUNLOC K command or the RBALIGN command if 
alignment is required. 

Note: RBAUGN is illegal from 2780 RBTs. 

All files for the form just mounte·d will now be output. 

If the RBALIGN command is used, the banner and one 
page of output will be printed. Then the device will be 
suspended. The operator should align the form if necessary 
and then enter one of the following commands to restart 
the symbiont: 

RBCONT - the form was properly al igned; continue. 

RBREPRINT - the form al ignment has been corrected; 
start over from the beginning of the file. 

RBALI GN - the form has been real igned; check it for 
alignment again. 

When both the mClster and slave systems are CP-V systems, 
forms management is performed clutomatically. 

ENTERING A NONCONTROL INPUT FILE 

A noncontrol input fi Ie is a fi Ie that is not to be scanned for 
control commands. A noncontrol input fi Ie can be entered 
from either a noncontrol devi ce or a control device. (De
vices are defined as noncontrol or control when the work
station is defined by the system manager.) 

If a noncontrol input fi Ie is to be entered from a noncontrol 
device, the operator need only start the device to read the 
file. (A control input file cannot be entered from a non
control device.) 

If a noncontrol input file is to be entered from a control 
device, the file must be preceded by the command 

! ! NCTL [name] 

where name specifies the one- to four-character name of the 
noncontrol input fi Ie. 

If the input fi Ie is to be given a name by the operator or if 
the name on the ! I NCTL command is to be overridden by 
the operator, the operator shou Id use the RBFORM command. 
The RBFORM command may be entered before or during (but 
not after) input of the fi Ie. When the RBFORM command is 
issued for a noncontrol device (or one that is effectively a 
noncontrol device due to the !! NCTL command), the form 
name becomes the name of the next fi Ie received from the 
devi ce • Thus, 

! RBFORM CR, SAM 

applies the name SAM to the next noncontrol input file re
ceived from the card reader at the workstation. 

2780 RBT ERROR RECOVERY 
The CP-V system provides for recovery from device failure 
at a 2780 RBT (e. g., card jam, out of paper). When the 
card reader operation is interrupted, the remote operator 
need only correct the situation causing the interruption and 
continue from the point of interruption. Some part of a card 
deck must then be entered to terminate input. (A ! FI N card: 
would suffice. ) 

For output device failure, the remote operator must currect 
the condition and then must submit an input deck before the 
output operation will resume. Any of the control commands 
I isted in this chapter (with the exception of RBCONTINUE) 
may be entered. When some form of input has been received 
from the 2780 RBT, output operation will once again be 
available at the RBT. 

Note that it is necessary to subm it some form of input in both 
input and output types of recovery conditions. Failure to do 
so will result in discontinuance of normal operation. 

REMOTE PROCESSING MESSAGES 

The messages described in Tables 4 and 5 are those produced 
by the remote processing system on the system message de
vice of the remote terminal. Those in Table 2 are general 
remote processing messages. The messages in Table 3 are 
issued by the ISCL and RATLER processors. (See the ISCL 
processor description in the previous chapter. ) 
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Table 4. Remote Processing Messages 

Message 

*ABOVE CC UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL - SKIPPED 

*BAD RBSWITCH: ILLEGAL WSN OR SWITCH TYPE 

*CARDS FOLLOWING FIN/RBID IGNORED 

**CC ERROR: BAD OPTION ($), SYNTAX (*), OR 
VALUE(*) 

**CC FIELDS BAD: ILLEGAL(*), NON EXISTENT(*), 
OR NOT YOUR ($) SYSID 

**CC FIELDS BAD: ILLEGAL(*), UNKNOWN(*), 
OR INVALID DEVNAME 

Description 

The remote processing control command listed above is 
unknown or not legal at this time. 

An RBSWITCH command contains an error. The command 
is aborted. The command in error is listed above this 
me~-age and the field in error is flagged with an asterisk. 

One or more records following a FIN record or an RBID 
record were ignored. (The remote site hardware reads 
the records, but the system ignores them.) This message 
is output any time a FIN is sent from an IRBT regardless 
of whether or not records follow the FIN. 

Errors were found in fie Ids of an RBSIZE command. 
Those options not in error were accepted. The RBSIZE 
command is listed above this message and the fields in 
error are flagged using the notation indicated in this 
message. 

This message is printed when one or more sysids on 
a remote processing control command cannot be pro
cessed. The command is listed above this message 
and the sysids in error are flagged using the notation 
indicated in this message. Those sysids not flagged 
are processed norma Ily. If the command was RBSWlTCH, 
a $ or an * may flag a good sysid of the wrong de
vice type. 

This message is printed when one or more device names 
on a remote processi ng control command cannot be pro
cessed. The command is listed above this message and 
the device names in error are flagged using the notation 
indicated in this message. Those devnames not flagged 
a re processed norma Ily • 

~-------------------------------------------------r-----------------------------------------------~ 

{

ACTIVE ] 
*DEV = INACTIVE 

yy SUS PiED 

LOCKED 

[FORMS = name] 

**ILLEGAL FORMS CHANGE 

* JOB ABORTED 

*JOB ACCEPTED 

*MISSING JOB COMMAND - JOB IGNORED 
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These messages are produced, one for each device, in 
response to the RBDEV command. yy is the name of the 
device and name specifies the name of the form on the 
device. 

An RBFORM command referred to a currently active 
output device. 

The job was not accepted for processi .. g because of er
rors in the JOB or LIMIT commands. The commands in 
error are listed wi th appropriate error messages. 

A job has been received and the JOB and LIMIT cards 
do not contain errors. The job has been accepted for 
processi ng. 

The first command of a job was not a JOB command. 
The job is de leted. The system wi II conti nue readi ng 
commands and other legal jobs in the job stream wi II 
be processed. 



Table 4. Remote Processing Messages (cont.) 

Message 

***MSG*** te!xt 

*NO :SYS AUTHORIZATION - JOB DELETED 

*PRIORITY OF JOB > STATION MAX - SET TO MAX 

*PUNCHED OUTPUT READY - PRESS 'SIGNAL REMOTE' 
WHEN READY TO PUNCH 

*SETUP NEEDED DEV=xx 

Description 

This message was sent by the central site operator. 

A job with account :S YS was subm itted and the work
station is not authorized to use the :SYS account. 

The priority of a job submitted from a workstation ex-

I 
ceeds the maximum set by the system manager for that 
workstation. The priority is reduced to the worksta
tion's maximum and the processing of the job continues. 

Files of punched output are waiting in the output 
queue for the workstation. This message applies only 
to 7670 RBTs. 

There are no more output files for the form currently 
mounted on the device but files could be output if the 
form name were changed with RBFORM. 

~---------------------------------------------,--~---------------------------------------------~ 

***STATUS: NO FILES IN SYSTEM*** The RBSTATUS command was given with ALL either 
assumed or specified and no files exist for the 
workstation. 

------------------------------------------------.---+---------------------------------------------~ 

*SYSID=xxxx DEVICE=xx NAME=filename 
INPUT FILE ACCEPTED 

SYSID=xxxx 

r-
DEV=xx #GRANS=nnn COPIES= nnn 

FORMS=nnn HELD 
DEV=xx #GRANS=nnn COPIES= nnn 

FORMS=nnn WAITING 

-

DEV=xx #GRANS=nnn COPIES= nnn HELD 
DEV=xx #GRANS=nnn COPIES= nnn 

WAITING 
RUNNING 
RUNNING - OUTPUT WILL BE HELD 
WAITING yyYY' TO RUN 
WAITING yYY'l TO RUN - OUTPUT WILL 

BE HELD -

A noncontrol input fil e with the name specified 
by NAME has been accepted from the workstation. 
If NAME=OOOO, the file has no name. This message 
is not output when a file is passed directly to a 
local device. 

These messages are produced in response to an 
RBSTATUS control command or at the time a work
station logs on. The messages give the status of 
the file identified by xxxx and are self-explanatory. 
xx is the name of the device, nn is the name of the 
form, and yyyy is the number of jobs ahead of job 
xxxx in the input queue of jobs waiting to be exe
cuted. The messages may appear singly or in a 
group, depending on the number of fi les for the 
workstation. (One message is produced for each 
fi Ie for the workstati on.) The sing Ie message or 
group of messages is preceded by the line 

********STATUS******** 

and is followed by a I ine of asterisks. 
------------------------,--------------------------+----------------------------------------------~ 

*SYSID=xxxx 'j\'*image of job command 

*TIME = hh:mm mo/dd/yy 
*USERS IN SYSTEM = nn 
*ETMF = e 
*BATCH JOBS:: RUNNING:= j 
* WAITING = i 

This message acknowledges rece ipt of a job. 

These messages are produced in response to the RBINFO 
command. ETMF specifies the execution time multipli
cation factor. The user may multiply the amount of CPU 
time required for a task by the ETMF to estimate the 
elapsed time required to complete the task in the current 
envi ronment. 

I-----------------------------------,---------------~---------------------------------------------~ 
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Table 4. Remote Processing Messages (cont.) 

Message 

(TOF)***CARD READ NOT IRBID - CANNOT LOG 
YOU ON I (TOF) 

(TOF)******CP-V REMOTE BATCH AT YOUR SERVICE -
LOGON PLEASE I ******(TOF) 

(TOF)***ILLEGAL WORK STATION NAME - CANNOT 
LOG YOU ON I (TOF) 

Description 
I 

An attempt to log on was made and the input card did 
not contain an RBID control command. This message I 
applies only to 7670 RBTs. ~ 

This message is sent to the remote site when it is first i 
connected to the system and following unsuccessful at- I 

tempts to logon. This message applies only to 7670 RBTs. I 

An attempt to log on was made and the workstation namel 
on the RBID control command is not authorized. This 
message applies only to 7670 RBTs. 

~-----------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------~ 

(TOF)***INSUFFICIENT STREAMS - CANNOT 
LOG YOU ON! (TOF) 

(TOF)******yyndd RBID =nnn - WSN **operator message 

(TOF)***WORKSTATION NAME IN USE - CANNOT 
LOG YOU ON I (TOF) 

*****wsn LOGGED ONTO DSC yyndd AS RBID nnn 

-wsn - LOGGED OFF 

An attempt was made to log on and there are not enough I 

streams available for the devices at the terminal. Con- I 
i 

tact the central site for advice. This message appl ies 
only to 7670 RBTs. 

This is the standard heading produced as the first mes
sage of all message files, where 

yyndd is the device name of the DSC to which 
the workstation is connected. 

nnn is a number associated with the WS N for 
monitor purposes. I; 

operator message is the message broadcast to 
remote sites by the central site operator. It I 
is optional. -----l 

The WS N specified is already logged on to the system . 
or is LOCAl. Only one remote site at a time can IUse 
a given WSN. This message applies only to 7670 RBTs. 

This is a log-on confirmation and is sent to the remote 
site after log-on, where 

wsn is the workstation name. 

yyndd is the device name of the DSC to which 
the workstation is connected. 

nnn is a number associated with the WS N for 
monitor purposes. 

This message informs the user that he is logged off and 
will now receive all possible output and be disconnected. 

wsn is the workstation name. 

Table 5. ISCL/RATLER Messages to the Remote Operator 

Message Description 

RATl. :SYS ERR An error condition exists with the RATL fi Ie in :SYS. 
Also, if the file does not exist, this message will be 
issued. RATLER aborts following this message. 

BAD WSN: wsn An inappropriate workstation name has been specified 
in the RA TL file. I 
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4. CENTRAL SITE OPERATOR 

There are several central site operator key-ins that pertain 
to remote processing and severa I mmote processing messages 
that may be output on the central site operator1s console. 

These are described in the CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 
901965. For the sake of completeness, these key-ins 
and messages are listed in this manual in Tables 6 and 7. 

Table 6. Central Site Operator Key-Ins 

--------------------------------------"-----------r----------------------------------------------------__ 
Key-In 

DISP[LAY] RBT 

RBBDCST message 

IFunction 

ILi sts the status of each Data Set Contro lIer (D SC) on the 
()perator1s console. 

Adds a message to the remote processing message fi Ie that is 
printed at all remote termina Is. IIMessage II is the text the 
()perator wishes to transmit. The current message is de
leted if RBBDCST is immediately followed by a new line 
(N L) character. 

~--------------"--------------------"----------~----------------------------------------------------~ 

RBCOM, {&RI~ndd }text 
wsn 

Transmits control commands from a slave CP-V system to 
4::1 master system si te . RBndd or wsn speci fi es the Data Set 
Controller or workstation name, respectively, of the master 
:system; IItext II represents any control command re levant to 
the master system. If the RBndd form is used, it must be 
preceded by an &. In CP-V to CP-V communications, op
erators at both systems (the s I ave and the master) may use 
RBCOM. 

~-------------------------------------------------~"-----------------------------------------------------~ 

RBD I SC {& RBMldd} 
wsn 

RBLOG RBndd [,wsn] 

Disconnects any terminal using DSC RBndd or the terminal 
being used by the specified wsn. If the RBndd form is used, 
it must be preceded by an &. 

Allows the specified terminal to log-on automatically. When 
the automatic log-on is in effect, the remote site user need 
not submit the !RBID card; his terminal wi II automatically be 
logged on as soon as the transmission line is connected. If 
the wsn parameter is missing, this key-in will cancel the pre
vious RBLOG key-in if one was made, and any RBLOG 
key-in cancels an automatic log-on workstation name defined 
for the line at SYSGEN. This key-in may only be issued 
when the line is not connected; it is required on connections 
for which the Sigma system is operating as slave to another 
system if a wsn was not specified at SYSGEN. 

-----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------~ 

RBSEN D {!~ndd } message 

Allows the named terminal (or all currently disconnected ter
minals if none is named) to be reconnected following an RBX 
or ZAP key-in or ERROR MAX disconnect. If the RBndd form 
is used, it must be preceded by an &. 

Sends a message file directly to a specific terminal, as identi
fied by RBndd or wsn. If the RBndd form is used, it must be 
preceded by an &. The message fi Ie will be the nextfile out
put to the named terminal. RBSEND is only legal for ter
mina Is that are logged on. 
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Table 6. Central Site Operator Key-Ins (cont.) 
.. 

Key-In Function 

RBSWITCH wsn ,devname ,sysid Allows the operator to switch output fi les from one workstation to 
another. wsn is the workstation name that is to receive the file, 
sysid is the id of the job that output the fi Ie, and devnarne is the 
device type and must exist at both the sending and receiving 
sites. Remote processing files may be switched t'o central site 
devices by specifying LOCAL as the wsn. 

RBX {&RBndd} 
Disconnects f-I a terminal using DSC RBndd or the termina I 

wsn being used by the specified wsn. If the parameter is omitted, 
all currently :.onnected terminals are disconnected. If the 
RBndd form of the parameter is used, the & is required. After 
the RBX key-in is used, the system wi II ignore new connec-
tions on the affected lines unti I an RBS key-in is issued. 

Table 7. Central Site Messages 

Message Meaning 

*BAD WSN ON I RBSW The wsn specified in an RBSWITCH key-in is invalid. The 
key-in should be reentered. 

*NOTHING VALID FOR RBSW FOUND There were no files that could be switched as specified in 
the IRBSWlTCH command. Note that a fj Ie may on Iy be 
RBS WITC Hed once. 

*RBCOM ILLEGAL FOR THIS STATION The wsn specified on the RBCOM key-in is not that of a master 
site. 

RBndd - wsn - rbid - status Response to DIS PLAY RBT key-in. 

*RBndd - wsn - (I JOB acct, ••• ) The specified job has been accepted from wsn at RBndd. 

*RBndd CONNECTED A remote processing terminal has been connected to DSC RBndd. 

*RBndd - DISCONNECTED The remote processing terminal that was connected to RBndd 
is no longer connected. 

*RBndd ERROR MAX The remote processing terminal connected to RBndd isabout to be 
disconnected because of errors detected on the communication line. 
An RBS key-in wi II be required to restart the line if DIAL was not 
specified at SYSGE N. 

--
*RBndd FAILED TO LOG STATION ON! An attempt to log on the remote terminal connected to RBndd 

was rejected by the monitor. 

*RBndd-wsn **INPUT id,yy~xxxx J The system is acknowledging receipt from a remote terminal 
of an I priority fi Ie, i. e., a symbiont input fi Ie that does not 
contain control commands. yy is the input de vi ce at the re-
mote site and xxxx is the file name. 

*RBndd INSUFFICIENT STREAMS An attempt to log a remote terminal onto CP-V is being re-
jected by the monitor because not enough streams are avai 1-
able for its devices. (Streams are defined with the MXSTRM 
option on :SDEVICE in SYSGEN.) The workstation wi II not be 
able to log on unti I at least one other I ine is disconnected. 

*RBndd-wsn-LOGGED ON Workstation name wsn has been logged on. 

*RBndd-wsn-LOGGED OFF The wsn has sent an RBDISC command and wi II be disconnected 
when output is complete. 

*RBndd-wsn-*MSG*message A message has been sent from the specifi ed workstation. 
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5. SYSTEM MANAGER 

To establish remote processing as a feature of a CP-V 
installation, there are two functklns that the installation's 
system manager must perform: 

1. Remote proces:sing must be established at SYSGEN. 

2. Works tat ion must be defined using the Super processor. 

In addition, this chapter discusse~) management of the ISCL 
and RATLER processors. 

ESTABLISHING REMOTE PROICESSING AT SYSGEN 

SYSGEN is completely described in Chapter 90f the CP-V/ 
SM Reference Manual, 90 1674. The four SYSGEN com
mands that apply te) remote proce:ssing, :DEV]CE, :S DEVICE, 
:MON, and :FECP, are discussed in the paragraphs below. 

:DEVICE COMMAND 

All data set controllers (DSCs) to which RBTs and IRBTS may 
be connected are defined durin~} SYSGE N with :DEVICE 
commands. Defin ing a DSC estclbl ishes remote processing 
as a feature of the particular CP-.Y installation and causes 
the relevant remote processing hClndlers and tables to be 
included as part of' the system. 

The format of the :DEVICE commc:and is 

:DEVICE name [, (option)] ... 

where name must be in the format~ RBndd and ndd specifies 
the device address, of the DSC being defined. For full
duplex devices, the even address should be specified. 

The relevant options are as follows: 

(
7670] • 
2780 specifies whether the DSC is usable for 
IRBT Xerox 7670 RBTs, IBM 2780 RBTs, or HASP 

Multi leaving IRBTs. IR:BT and 2780 may both be 
specified for the same DSC, but no other combina
tion is legal. If both 2780 and IRBT are specified 
for DSCs1, either separately for different DSCs or 
together on the same DSC, either type of terminal 
can be connected to any DSC for which either 
2780 or IRBT (or both) i:s specified. In this case, 
for example, an IRBT may be connected to a DSC 
which WCIS defined for uise with 2780s. 

{
FULL} 
HALF 

specifies whether the DSC is full-duplex 
(FULL) or half-duplex (HALF). The default 

is HALF. 

{ 
RBS } 
RBX 

specifies that the line is ready for use at 
boot-time (RBS) Olr that the operator must 

use the RBS key-in to make the line ready for use 
(RBX). The default is RBS. 

WSN,name specifies a one- to eight-alphanumeric 
character workstation name that is to be automat
ically associated when the line is connected. This 
means that the workstation will not need to log on. 
However, if this option is used, only the specified 
workstation will be allowed to use the DSC un less 
the name is changed or removed using the RBLOG 
operator key-in. 

DIAL specifies that this is a dial-up line. If DIAL 
is not specified, any disconnect of the line (e.g., 
ERROR MAX) will require an RBS key-in to restart 
the line. 

:SDEVICE COMMAND 

In addition to defining data set controllers using the: DEVICE 
command, the MXSTRM option on the :SDEVICE command 
must be specified. The :SDEVICE command has the format 

: SDEVICE [(option)[, (option)] ... J 

MXSTRM is one of several options that may be specified but 
is the only option that pertains to remote processing. It has 
the format 

MXSTRM, value 

where value specifies, in decimal, the maximum number of 
symbiont streams that may exist for all concurrently logged 
on remote workstations. Each device at a workstation ac
counts for one stream. For example, a Xerox 7670 RBT has 
three streams - one for the card reader, one for the card 
punch, and one for the line printer. In effect, the value 
specifies the maximum number of remote peripheral devices 
that may exist at concurrently logged on workstations. The 
maximum value that may be specified is 128. The minimum 
and default for systems in which remote processing data set 
controllers are defined is three times the number of DSCs 
defined. For systems for which DSCs are not defined, the 
default value is O. 

:MON COMMAND 

The :MON command defines various monitor and CPU param
eters for the system and has the following format: 

:MON (option) [, (option)] ... 

On Iy three of the several options avai lable for :MON are 
relevant to remote processing. They are 

QUEUE, size which specifies, in decimal, the 
maximum number of I/o operations that may be 
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queued at one time. The recommended value is a 
total of one per non-disk type device and two per 
disk type device. Although a smaller value will 
work, the minimum should be a total of one per 
channel and one per disk type device. For stan
dard systems, the value should be 25-30. In addi
tion, the MXSTRM val ue (see :S DEVICE) should be 
added to this value for remote processing systems. 
The default and minimum value for this size is 10. 

MPOOl,size ,.vhich specifies, in decimal, the num-
ber of 34-word buffers to be pooled for use by the 
monitor. It is recommended that the number of 
MPOOls be one-hal f to three-fourths the number 
of QUEUE entries. For standard systems, the value 
should be 14-22. One extra MPOOl should be 
defined for each RB device included in the system. 
The default value for size is 5. 

CPOOl,size which specifies, in decimal, the num-
ber of 40-word buffers to be pooled for symbiont 
context block use. The default is 3. The recol"1-
mended value is the number of symbiont I/O de
vices. For remote processing systems, one CPOOl 
should be added for each RBT I ine and a number 
that is approximately three-fourths the maximum 
number of peripheral devices that could exist at 
concurrently logged on IRBTs should also be added. 

:FECP COMMAND 

If data set controllers for RB devices are being simulated by 
a Front-End Commun icotions Processor, those devices must 
be defined on the :FECP command. The format of the com
mand is 

:FECP (FECP, number), (FECP option) ------, 

L [, (FECP option)] ... , (SRU), (SRU option)---, 

L, (line specification), (line option)--------. 

L L (line option)]. .. [, (line specification)----, 

L , (I ine option)L (I ine option)). .. ]. • • , 

L [, (SRU) ... ] ... [, (PROT, 'name'), (char, xx[-yy])] 

L [, (char, xx[-yy])J ••. ] •.• 

The command has several options. Those that are particu
larly relevant to remote processing are described below. 

MLINE,id specifies one of the device designations 
appearing earl ier on a :DEVICE command, (e. g., 
RBA08, RB **1). 

(
ODD 1 

PARITY, EVEN 
OFF 

indicates the parity type being 
used on the line. The default 
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is OFF. The following should be used for remote 
processing devices. 

5YNCH 

OFF - IRBT, IBM 2780, IBM 3780. 

OFF - Xerox 7670 when no parity check is 
desired. 

ON - Xerox 7670 when parity check is 
desired. 

specifies that the line is to be synchronous. 

BCC, (~~NEl specifies what typeofvalidity check 
lRC to perform on the line. CRC desig-

nates character redundancy check ing. lRC des
ignates longitudinal redundancy checking. The 
default is NONE. The following rules apply to 
remote processing: 

1. CRC must be specified for 2780, 3780, and 
IRBT. 

2. lRC may be specified for 7670. 

BUF, n specifies the size of the buffer (in bytes) to 
be associated with the I ine. The defaul t is 400. 
The following values should be used: 

450 - IRBT and 2780 
550 - 3780 
150 - 7670 

(
BSC 1 

PNAME, 7670 
name 

specifies one of the following: 

BSC - the standard protocol for binary synchron
ous communication (IRBT, IBM 2780, 
IBM 3780). 

7670 - the protoco I for the Xerox 7670 RBT. 

name - the protocol defined for the name specified 
on the PROT option of this command. 

DEFINING WORKSTATIONS 

Workstations are defined using two commands of the Super 
processor. New workstati ons are author! zed and the author
izations for existing workstations are modified or listed using 
the WORKSTATION command. Authorizations for existing 
workstations are deleted using the X command. The Super 
processor is described completely in the CP-V/SM Reference 
Manual, 90 1674. The WORKSTATION and X commands 
are described below with the description and most of the 
examples being written for on-line usage. However, Super 
may also be run in the batch mode. 



WORKSTATION: COMMAND The LWoption (wh ich causes the options of a workstation or 
of all workstations to be listed) is a special case. When the 
LW option is specified, no other options may be specified. 
In fact, when the LWoption is specified, Super outputs the 
requested listing without prompting for further WORKSTA
TION options. When the I isting is complete, Super prompts 
for a new command. 

The WORKSTATION command is used to authorize a remote~ 
workstation, to specify or change options for a particular 
workstation, and to I ist options for a particular workstation 
or for all workstations. The format of the command is 

W[ORKSTATION]id 

where id is a one- to eight-character workstation name 
comprised of any of the following characters: 

General options for the WORKSTA nON command are listed 
in Table 8. The column "Type of Terminal II specifies to which 
type of terminal (RBT, 2780, or IRBT)theoption is appl icable. 
Tabl e 9 I ists the device options that are used to define at
tributes of peripheral devices at IRBTs. These options apply 
only to the device specified on the DEVoption that precedes 
them. The column "Types" specifies whether the options are 
legal for inputdevices (1), output devices (0), or both (I,O). 

A-Z 0-9 $ * % : 11 @ 

If the workstat ion name is not the name of an authori zed 
workstation, then a new workstation is being authorized. 

Options for the WORKSTATION command are entered into 
the terminal following prompts for options. Options may be 
specified on the same I ine separated by semicolons or may 
appear on separate lines. When no further options are de-
sired, a carriage return alone is entered following a prompt 
for an option. 

The industry recognizes several "standard" IRBTs (e.g., 
COPE 1200 and IBM 360/20 with IRBT software). These 
standard IRBTs have identical attributes including identical 
types of peripheral devices. When defining a standard 
IRBT, the option TYPE = STND may be specified and no 
further options will be required (in fact, no other options 

Table 8. General Options of the WORKSTATION Command 
~""--------------r------'-----r----'--------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 
Type of 
Terminal Description 

~---------------~-----------+----.-.---------------------------------------------------------------~ 
LW[=ALL] RBT,lfRBT Requests that the w()rkstation definition be listed for the workstation specified by 

id. If =ALL is specified, all workstation definitions wi II be I isted regardless of the 
id specified for the command. If the LWoption is specified, it must be the only 
option that is specified for the command. 

-----------------4-------_.----+-------------------------_.------------------------------------------~ 

TYPE=type Specifies the type of terminal, where type may be 

7670 - Xerox 7670 RBT 
IRBT - IRBT 
STND - Standard IRBT (No other options can be specified) 
2780 - IBM 2780 RBT 

The default type is 7670. 

-------------------.---------~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

!SY [STEM] I 
NS [YSTEM] 

RBT,IRBT Specifies whether (SYSTEM) or not (NSYSTEM) jobs in the :SYS account may be 
submitted from this workstation. The default is NSYSTEM. 

~----------------+----------~~.--------------"------------------------------------------------------~ 

RP=n RBT,IRBT Specifies the maximum priority for jobs subm itted from th is workstation, or the 
maximum priority fOlr files that are being passed directly to an output device. The 
default value is 7. 

-------------------~----------+---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

GJOB = name RBT,IRBT 

RET RY=n RBT,IRBT 

Specifies the 1-7 character name of a ghost job, which wi" automatically be started 
when the workstation is connected. 

Specifies, in decimal, the number of times that a fai I ing operation is to be retried 
before the line is disconnected and the ERROR MAX message is output. Any num
ber in the range 3 to 255 may be specified. The default value is 15. 
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Table 8. General Options of the WORKSTATION Command (cont.) 

Type of 
Option Terminal 

MLP = n RBT 

MCP=n RBT 

LPP = n RBT 

{~~M} RBT 

{MRB } 
NMRB 

2780 

{MS[T]} 
SL[V] 

IRBT 

DS[M] = mask IRBT 

Xl IRBT 

Nl IRBT 

X2 IRBT 

N2 IRBT 

X3 IRBT 

N3 IRBT 

RM[T] =nn IRBT 

RW[SN] = xxxx IRBT 

LOGON IRBT 
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____ 
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Description 

Specifies, in decimal, the maximum length of I ines printed at the RBI. The defaults j 
are 128 for the 7670 and 120 for the 2780. 

Specifies, in decimal, the maximum number of columns to be punched at the RBI. 
The default is 80. 

Specifies, in decimal, the n"mber of I ines per page at the RBT printer. The de-
fault is 39. 

Specifies whether (EM) or not (NEM) EM characters may be punched into cards at 
the RBI. These characters make the decks unusable at central site card readers. 
If NEM is specified, MCP is ignored. The default is EM. 

Specifies whether this 2780 transmits and receives single record (NMRB) or multi-
record (MRB) blocks. The defau It is NMRB. 

Specifies whether the CP-V system will act as the central site (master) or as an 
IRBT (slave) when this workstation is connected. The defaul t is MSI. 

Specifies, in hexadecimal, a device selector mask used to separate device type 
from device number. The value specified for mask can range from 0 to FF. The 
default value is F. (See "Device Selection", below.) 

Specifies that the IRBT is capable of receiving multiple control records and data 
records within the same transmission block. (The software of the particular IRBT 
determines whether this is possible. ) 

---

Negates an Xl option and is only used when changing the attributes of a work-
station. If X 1 was never speci fi ed for the workstat ion, N 1 is mean i ng less. 

Specifies that the workstation is another CP-V system. 

Negates an X2 option and is only used when changing the attributes of a work-
station. If X2 was never specified for the workstation, N2 is meaningless. 

Specifies that this IRBT is capable of full multileaving. That is, it can accept 
records for multiple devices within the same block. X3 is the default between 
X3 and N3. 

Specifies that th is IRBT requires that each block contain records for onl y one de-
vice. A few IRBTs have this restriction. 

Specifies a two-character remote number. This specification is only valid when 
CP-V is acting as a slave IRBT to another computer system. ThenlJmber is assigned 
by the system manager of the other computer system. 

Specifies a one- to eight-character WSN to be used by the CP-V system to identify 
itself when logging onto the remote station being defined. This specification is 
only valid when CP-V is acting as a slave to another system. 

Specifies that the next line (or card) is the complete log-on record that will be 
transmitted to the master site when this slave CP-V system logs on. (When Super 
is called on-line, the record will be automatically blank padded to 80 characters.) 
LOGON is legal only for workstations for which SLY has been specified. It can-
not be used with the RMT or RWSN options. 

---~-----

-
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TablE! 8. General Options of the WORKSTATION Command (cont.) 
-

Type of 
Option Terminal Description 

1--

DEV = devnaml! IRBT Specifies the name used on the LDEV command and remote batch control commands 
to reference a particulclr device at the workstation. OC is a reserved device name 
and should be used as the devname if the device is to be used as an operator's con-
sole. The OC device cannot be accessed by users. The DEVoption is followed by 
a I ist of options that def~,e the particular device (see Tabl e 9). Each device of 
the workstation must be defined in this manner. A minimum of 1 and a maximum 
of 16 devices may be df~fined • 

..... 
DD = devname IRBT Specifies that the named device is to be deleted from the workstation definition. 

Options of a given device cannot be changed individually. The device must be 
deleted and completely redefined. 

- -

Yable 9. Device Options of the WORKSTATION Command 

Option Type Description 

-,.--.----------------+----------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Specifies whether records for this device are to come IN to or OUT of the CP-V 
system. Devices capable of input and output must be defined as two separate de
vices. The default is OUT. 

~----------------,--+----------+---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

RC[B] = value 

IR[CB] = value 

Defines, in hexadecimcd, the record control byte used to communicate with the 
device being defined. The RCB is a one-byte field that specifies the type of 
device and, in some cases, the number of the device. The required value for the 
RCB is defined by the software of the IRBT. This option is required because it 
establishes the connec1"ion between the device name specified (DEV = devname) 
and a particular physic(JI device. 

Defines, in hexadecimal, the RCB for the operator's console when it is being used 
as an input device. (The RCB option defines the RCB for the operator's console 
when it is being used m, an output device.) The IRCB option is only valid when an 
operator's console is being defined. 

~----------------,--+---------~---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

SU[SBIT] = value 0 Specifies, in hexadecimal, which bit in the Function Control Sequence field is 
used as the suspend control bit for this device (see Appendix D). The position of 
the bit that is set to onl3 indicates which bit is the suspend control bit. All other 
bits are set to zero. 

-------------------4---------~~-------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

SR[CB] = valUEt 1,0 Specifies the subrecord control byte type for this device. The values may be 

P - for printer type 
C - for card type 
U - for user supplied 
X - for special prrinter type 

If SRCB = U is specified for an output device, the user writing to that device will 
be expected to supply (] subrecord control byte as the first byte of each data record. 
If it is used for an input device, the subrecord control byte wi" be passed to the 
user with each data record. SRCB = C must be specified for input control devices. 
The default value is C. SRCB = P and SRCB = X represent the two basic types of 
printer vertical format control. With SRCB == P, most space or skip operations are 
performed prior to the printing of the I ine as is common on Xerox printers. With 
SRCB == X, space or skip operations follow the print. Both types of vertical format 
control will work correctly for most IRBT printers, but print speed can often be im
proved by se lecting the type which corresponds to the "natural mode II of the printer 
being used. 
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Option 

LI[ST] =x 

{
CT[l] } 
NC[TL] 

DC = type 

{
SM[D] } 
NS[MD] 

{
BI[NARY] } 
NB[INARV] 

MA[XREC] = n 

MI[NREC] = n 

PR[IV] = p 

KEEP 

Type 

o 

o 

1,0 

1,0 

1,0 

1,0 

1,0 
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Table 9. Device Options of the WORKSTATION Command (cont.) 

Description 

Specifies one of the following: 

v - this is a listing device. The device will only be used when the user 
specifically requests it with the lDEV command. 

N - this is not a I isting device. 

S - this is the system listing device and will be used as the default listing 
device unless the user specifically requests another listing device. 

P - this is the system punch device and will be used as the default punch 
device unless the user specifically requests another punch device. 

The default is N. 

Specifies whether (CTl) or not (NCTl) this device is a control device (i. e., 
whether or not input from this device is to be scanned for jobs and remote control 
commands). The default is CTL. 

Specifies the device type of the local symbiont device to which files from this 
device will be sent directly. The default is NONE. 

Specifies whether (SMD) or not (NSMD) this is the system message device (i. e., 
the device to which messages to the operator will be sent). Only one system mes
sage device may be defined for a workstation. The default is NSMD; 

Establishes whether or not binary input or output is legal for this device. The de
fault is NB. 

Specifies, in decimal, that the longest record legal for this device may have 
n bytes. The value n may range from 1 to 255. The default value is 80 un
less LIST=Vor LIST=S is specified, in wh ich case the default value is 132. 

Specifies, in decimal, that the shortest record legal for this device may have 
n bytes. The value n may range from 1 to 255. The default value is 1. If 
LIST = V or LIST = S is specified, then MINREC specifies the maximum number 
of I ines allowed per page. In this case, the value n may range from 1 to 255 
and the default value is 38. 

Specifies, in hexadecimal, the privilege level required ta use ihis device. The 
default value is 40. 

Specifies that output files for this device are to be kept intact until the entire 
file has been output. This allows the complete fi Ie to be retransmitted after a 
line loss. KEEP is only meaningful for input devices if the DC option is also 
used. In this case, partial input files at a line loss are deleted rather than 
being output. Input files that are not direct passed are always deleted in this 
situation. 



can be specified). All attributes (including those for periph
eral devices) will beautomatic:ally established by Super. 
The devices for standard IRBTs and some of the option values 
for those devices are listed in Tobie 10. 

The various opl'iGns are to som4~ degree order-dependent; 
that is, certain options exclude selection of other options. 
An incorrect or inappropriate selection of an option wi II 
result in a diagnGstic response from Super and the optionwi" 
be ignored. Figure 3 partially clarifies this point. The 
figure I ists a" of the options for the WORKSTATION com
mand (with the E!xception of LW, because it is a special 
case), The level of indentation indicates the order in which 
the options should appear; i. e., options that are indented 
can not be specified unless the I:>ption under which they are 
indented has been previously specified. Within a given 
level of indentation, the order j::>f appearance of the options 
is not important. For example" TYPE = IRBT must appear 
before DSM, but DSM need not appear before Xl. The 
figure does not point out that some options are mutually 
exclusive (e. g., MST and SLV). However, a" cases of 
mutually exclusive options are obvious from the option 
descri pti ons. 

DEVICE SE LECTI ON 

Users refer to local or remote s),mbiont devices by name in 
the DEV option of the LDEV command. If the device is at 
a remote workstation, then the name of the device was 
established with the DEV option of the WORKSTATION 
command. This external name is linked to the actual 
physical devicE~ with the RCB option of the WORKSTA nON 
command. The format and content of the RCB may vary 
dependent upon the software of the IRBT. Standard RCBs 
specify a device type and the number of the device. The 
format of a standard RCB is 

where bit 0 is always set to 1. 

For example, if c] system using standard RCBs has two line 
printers, the two RCBs would bEt 

Line printer 1 (X'941) 

line printer 2 I:I~ ~ (:I~ : ~ ~I (X'A41) 

The DSM specifiE~s a device sel4~ctor mask that determines 
which bits of thE~ RCB wi II be used to choose an explicit 
device. For a standard RCB, a DSM of XnOF' means that 
only device typE~ wi" be used in selecting a device and 
that the number of the device wi II be ignored. 

Table 10. Standard IRBT Device Option Values 

Device 
Type 

OC 

CR 

LP 

CP 

RCB 

91 

93 

94 

95 

WORKSTATION id 
SYS 
NSYS 
RP 
GJOB 
RETRY 
TYPE=STND 
TYPE=7670 

EM 
NEM 
MCP 
MLP 
LPP 

TYPE=2780 
EM 
NEM 
MCP 
MLP 
LPP 
MRB 
NMRB 

TYPE=IRBT 
DSM 
Xl 
Nl 
X2 

N2 
X3 

N3 
DD 
MST 
SLV 

IRCB 

92 

-
-
-

RMT 
RWSN 
LOGON 

DEV=OC 
IRCB 

SRCB 

C 

C 

P 

C 

DEV=any device (including OC) 
PRIV 
RCB 
SRCB 
MAX 
MIN 
DIR 
NDIR 
BIN 
NBIN 
IN 

OUT 

KEEP 

CTL 
NCTL 

DC 

SUSBIT 
LIST 
SMD 
NSMD 

SUSBIT 

40 

-
800 

1 

Figure 3. WORKSTATION Command Options 
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For example, assume that the following DSMand I ine printers 
have been defined: 

DSM=OF 
DEV=LP 
RCB=94 
DEV=PR 
RCB=A4 

(I ine printer 1) 

(I ine printer 2) 

If the user requests the device LP, he will get either LP or 
PR (line printer 1 or line printer 2) - whichever device is 
available. The request for lP is translated to RCB=94, but 
the DSM specifies that only the low-order four bits (type) 
are to be used. Therefore, no distinction is made between 
device number one and device number two. 

A DSM of FF means that the entire RCB is to be used in 
selecting the device. In the example above, a DSM of FF 
would mean that the user would get the device LP when he 
specified lP and PR when he specified PRo 

A DSMof 00 means that the RCB is to be ignored completely 
in selecting a device, regardless of the device name speci
fied by the user. 

Note that the setting of the first bit in the DSM is not im
portant because the first bit of the RCB is always set to 1 
(even if the RCB is not a standard RCB) and the first bit of 
the DSM is effectively ignored. Therefore the following 
DSMs are equivalent: 

00 and 80 
OF and 8F 
7F and FF 

Note also that the bit settings of the DSM have a different 
meaning for RCBs that have a format other than the standard 
format. Generally speaking, however, the role of the DSM 
is the same for all RCB formats. It specifies which bits of 
the RCB will be used to select a device. 

GENERAL EXAMPLES 

1. Assume that workstation STA 1 with three devices (an 
operator's console, a card reader, and a lin~~nter) 
is to be defined • 

.::.WORKSTATION STA18 

=TYPE=IRllT e 
=DEV=OC 8 
.::..::.RCB=91§ 

=IRCB=92@ 

=SMD@ 
=SUSBIT=408 
=DEV=CR@ 

.::..::.IN~0 
--RCB=938 

:;DEV=LP8 

--RCB=94@i 
-'::SUSBIT=800(§ 

:;SRCB=P@ 

=LIST=s8 

.:.:.8 

Workstation nome is STA 1. 
Type of remote terminal is IRBT. 
The first device defined is the OC. 
Standard operator's console RCB. 
Standard operator's console IRCB. 
This is the system message device. 
Suspend control bit is bit 9. 
The second device defined is called CR . 
CP-V will receive records from this device. 
Standard cord reader RCB. 
The third device defined is called LP. 
Standard line printer RCB. 
Suspend control bit is bit 4. 
Standard printer SRCB. 
This is the system listing device. 
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2. Assume that a standard workstation with the workstation 
name STANDARD is to be defined and that the attributes 
of the workstation are then to be listed. 

-W STANDARD 8 

~TYPE=STND 8 
.::.W STANDARD e 
=LW@ 

10- 4 STANOAllD 
TYP-IRBT 

~ 
DS"- OF 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
DEVICES 

DEV RCB SRCB SUS 1/0 LIST CTL BIN 
OC 91 C 0040 OUT N 
CR 93 C 0000 IN N Y 
LP 94 P 0800 OUT N 
CP 95 C 0001 OUT N N 

l<P PRY DC MAX MIN 

40 00 80 1 
40 00 80 1 

N 40 00 132 38 
40 00 80 

3. Assume that workstation PLANT2 is to be defined. 
PLANT2 is a standard workstation with the exception 
that it does not have a card punch. 

.::W PLANT2 @ 

.:..:.TYPE=STND @) 
=-W PLANT2 @ 
--DD=CP e 
.=.8 

Note that when TVPE=STND is entered, Super prompts for 
a new command rather than allowing further options for the 
WORKSTATION command. 

Punched output from a job submitted from a remote terminal 
that does not have a punch is punched locally unless the 
punch output is directed elsewhere by either the JOB or 
LDEV command. 

4. Assume that a standard workstation with the workstation 
name STA2 is to be defined, but due to the installa
tion's paper stock, the maximum numbe. of lines al
lowed per page on the LP device can only be 25 rather 
than 38. 

.::W STA2 @) 
--TYPE=STND § 
=-W STA28 
.:..:.DD=LP 8 
.:..:.DEV=LP @) 
.:..:.RcB=948 
.:..:.SUSBIT=800 @) 
:.:.SRCB=P 8 
.:..:.LIST=S (§ 

--MINREC=25 @> 
--8 



5. Assume that workstation eilDNG5 is to be defined. 
BLDNG5 is a standard wOlrkstation with the exception 
that it dons not have an operator's console. The line 
printer is to be defined as Irhe system message device. 

::w BLDNG5 €V 
=TYPE==STND @J 

-w BLDNG5 e 
:-DD=:OC: €V 
- -DD::LP (€V 
--DEV=LP@J 

--RC"&=94 ~0 
=SUSBIT=800 @) 
=SRCB=:P e 
--LI8T=:S @9 
--8MD ~9 

.:.:.8 

System messages will be sen!t to the line printer in mes
sage files between normal print output files. 

6. Assume that workstation BOSTON is to be defined. 
BOSTON is a standard workstation with the exception 
that it has ani additional device-a tape drive with the 
following characteristics: 

a. The RCB for input is 9<)~. 

b. The RCB for output is SIS. 

c. The SUSBIT is 20. 

d. The SRCBs contain tap.! positioning information. 

e. The ma>eimum legal record size is 100 bytes and 
the minimum is 10. 

f. Input from the device is not to be sCQnned for 
control commands. 

g. Only users with privilege 80 or greater may access 
this devilce. 

The definition of this workstatioll'l would be 

::W BOSTON @) 
- -TYPE=STND EJ 
-W BOSTON @) 
:-DEV=TI e (tape in) 

:::.RCB=99 8 
:::.IN 8 
--NCTL ED 
=.SRCB=U ED 
:::.PRIV=BO @) 
--MAX=100 @l 
--MIN=10 ~.0 
--BIN @) 
=.DEV=TO @) (tape out) 
:::.RCB=98 @) 
=.SUSBIT=20 @) 
=.SRCB=U ED 
--PRIV=BO 8 
--MAX=100 @) 
--MIN=10 e 
--BlN ® 
.:.:8 

Programs that contain routines to supply and use the tape 
positioning SRCBs can now access input fi les from the tape 
with a command such as 

I LDEY R 1, (WSN, BOSTON), (DEY, TI), (SRCB) 

and write output fi les to the tape through use of a command 
such as 

ILDEV R1, (WSN, BOSTON), (DEY, TO), (SRCB) 

DEFINING A MASTER COMPUTER SYSTEM AS A WORK
STATION IN A SLAVE CP-V 

The CP-V remote processing system supports a CP-V multi
leaving system acting as a standard IRBT (such as a COPE 
1200) to another computer system acting as the master. 
(Other configurations for the CP-V IRBT are possible but 
modifications to the master system might be required. ) 

When CP-V and a master system are communicating, each 
system must have defined the other system as a workstation. 
A sample Super run (in the batch mode) for defining the 
master as a workstation in CP-V is listed in Figure 4. 

Note that no system message device is defined since the 
master system does not expect system messages from the 
IRBT. 

If such a workstation is defined in the CP-V system, a user 
can then submit a job to the other system by a command 
such as 

JLDEV R1, (WSN, STA10), (DEV, JE) 

followed by commands that copy the job to Rl. Any print 
and punch output of the job returned by the master system 
is automatically printed and punched on the local printer 
and punch with a banner indicating its origin. 

With the workstation definition in Figure 4, the master sys
tem's remote control commands may be entered by the 
CP-V operator via the RBCOM key-in. For example, 

IRBCOM STA10 $IDJ 15 

System messages from the master wi II appear on the CP-V 
OC as 

*RBndd - ST A 10 *MSG * message from master system 

DEFINING WOR KST ATIONS FOR CP-V TO CP-V 
COMMUNICATION 

When two CP-V systems are connected via remote process
ing, workstations can be defined for a wide variety of ap
plications, ranging from one CP-V system acting simply 
as a remote terminal to a varied combination of job sharing, 
special devi ce usage, and fi Ie passing between two systems. 
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W STAIO 
TYPE=IRBT 
SLY CP-V is the slave system. 
RMT=05 
RWSN=CPV007 
DEV=OC 
RCB=92 
IRCB=91 
SUSBIT=40 
DEV=JE 
RCB=93 
SUSBIT=1 
MAX=80 
MIN=80 
PRIV=AO 
KEEP 
DEV=LI 
RCB=94 

Remote number assigned by the system manager of the master system. 
Password assi gned by the system manager of the master system. 
CP-V operator's console. 
Note that the RCBs are reversed; they appear to be normal to the master system. 

Job entry. 
Corresponds to master system's card reader. 
Master system's card reader susbit. 
EBCDIC card images only. 

Job entry is to be limited to users with AO privilege or greater. 
Resubmit whole job if line is lost. 
Listing in. 
Corresponds to master system I s line pri nter. 

IN 
SRCB=P 
NCTL 
MAX = 132 
DC=LP 
DEV=PI 
RCB=95 

Pri nt input fi I es are passed d i recti y to the I oca I pri nter . 
Punch in. 
Matches master system's card punch. 

IN 
NCTL 
DC=CP Punch input fi les are passed directly to the local punch. 

Figure 4. Sample Definition of a Master System as a Workstation in CP-V 

In any case, each CP-V system must have defined the other 
CP-V system as a workstation. The samples in Figures 5 
and 6 show the definition of two CP-V workstations, CPVA 
and CPVB, with Super being run in the batch mode. For 
sake of clarity, the two CP-V systems are referred to as 
Computer A and Computer B. Workstation CPVB is defined 
in Computer A and workstation CPVA is defined in Com
puter B. Figure 7 depicts the communication paths that are 
available as the result of these workstation definitions. 

When CPVA and CPVB are connected, the following are 
permitted: 

1. A user at either machine can submit a job to the other 
machine and receive the print and punch output at his 
own machine. 

2. CPVA users can use the plotter at Computer B. (Their 
machine does not have a plotter. ) 

3, User programs in either machine can pass files of un
structured data to user programs in the other machine. 

4. The operator of either system can use the RBCOM 
key-in to enter remote batch control commands to the 
other system. 

5. System messages from CPVB appear on CPVA's printer 
and vice versa. 
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Note the following in the two workstation defin it ions : 

1. Xl and X2 are used in both definitions. Xl increases 
processing speed, and X2 provides features such as 
RBCOM key-ins valid from master to slave, and form 
names automati ca Ily transferred between systems. 

2. No SUSBITs are used. CP-V systems never suspend 
individual streams cOIning into them because all inputs 
are buffered on di sk. 

3. Each input device in CPVA has an output device in 
CPVB with the same RCB and vice versa. (Some of the 
devices are actual physical devices and others are 
pseudo devi ces.) Each of these pai rs of devi ces con
stitutes a communication path between the machines. 
(A device in one machine for which there is no device 
with a matching RCB in the .,lher machine cannot be 
used to communicate with the other machine.) 

4. The sets of RCBs are chosen at random. They have no 
meaning except to connect devices in thetwo machines. 

5. It makes no difference which machine is master and 
which is slave, although there must be one of each. 

6. No privilege levels are specified. This is merely for 
brevity. Any or all of the devices could have special 
privilege levels deflned for them. 



W CPVB 
TYPE=IRBT 
SLY 
Xl 
X2 
RWSN=CPVA 
DEV=OC 
RCB=91 
IRCB=92 
SMD 

DEV=JE 
RCB=93 
BIN 
MAX=120 
MIN=80 
KEEP 
DEV=LI 
RCB=94 
IN 
NCTL 
MAX=132 
SRCB=P 
DC=LP 
KEEP 
DEV--PI 
RCB=95 
IN 
NCTL 
MAX=120 
BIN 
DC=CP 
KEEP 
DEV=CR 
RCB=96 
IN 
BIN 
MAX=120 
MIN=80 
DEV=LP 
RCB-97 
SRCB=P 
LIST=S 
KEEP 
DEV=CP 
RCB=98 
LIST=P 
BIN 
MAX=120 
KEEP 
DEV=PL 
RCB=99 
MAX=140 
BIN 
KEEP 
DEV=FI 
RCB=9A 
IN 
NCTL 

Computer A is the slave. 

Computer Als workstation name in CPVB. 
Operator's console. 

Jobs subm i tted to computer B. 

Punch in from CPVB. 

Card reader from CPVB. 

Line printer at CPVB. 

Cord punch at CPVB. 

Plotter at CPVB 

Fi les in from CPVB. 

Fi'gure 5. Definition of Work:station CPVA in Computer A 
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BIN 
MAX=140 
DEV=FO 
RCB=9B 
BIN 
MAX=140 
KEEP 

Fi les out to CPYB. 

Figure 5. Definition of Workstation CPYA in Computer A (cont.) 

W CPVA 

TYPE=IRBT 
MST 
Xl 
X2 
DEV=OC 
RCB=92 
IRCB=91 
SMD 

DEV=CR 
RCB=93 
IN 
BIN 
MAX=120 
MIN=80 
DEV=LP 
RCB=94 
SRCB=P 
LIST=S 
KEEP 
DEV=CP 
RCB=95 
LIST=P 
BIN 
MAX=120 
KEEP 
DEV=JE 
RCB=96 
BIN 
MAX=12 0 
MIN=80 
KEEP 
DEV=LI 
RCB=97 
IN 
NCTL 
MAX=132 
SRCB=P 
DC=LP 
KEEP 
DEV=PI 
RCB=98 
IN 

Computer B is the master. 

Operator1s console. 

Card reader from CPY A. 

line printer at CPY A. 

Card punch at CPY A. 

Jobs submitted to CPYA. 

listings in from CPY A. 

Punch in from CPY A. 

Figure 6. Definition of Workstation CPYA in Computer B 
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Peripherals of 
Computer A 

Line Printer 

NCTL 
MAX"'120 
BIN 
DC=CP 
KEEP 
DEV=PX 
RCB=99 
IN 
NCTL 
BIN 
MAX = 140 
DC=PL 
KEEP 
DEV=FO 
RCB=9A 
BIN 
MAX=140 
KEEP 
DEV=FI 
RCB=9B 
IN 
NCTL 
BIN 
MAX = 140 

Plotter input from CPV A. 

Files out to CPV A. 

Files in from CPVA. 

Figure 6. Definition of Workstation CPVA in Computer B (cont. ) 

Workstatiori 
C:PVB RCB 

OC (Out) :> 
9" 

OC (In) < 
9'> .I.. 

Jf: > 9~J 

LI <: 
9i~ 

9'· .. ) 

> 

< 

:> 

< 

Workstation 
CPVA 

OC (In) 

OC (Out) 

CR 

LP 

Peripherals of 
Computer B 

PI < < 

( Card Punch Y Cll 
.( 

96 < 
97 > LP 

CP 

JE Line Printer 

LI > 

CI) » 98 :> 

PL. > 99 > 

PI ----__ ..... ( Card Punch 

PX 

FI < 9A < FO 

FO > 
9B > FI 

Figure 7. Communication Paths between CPVA and CPVB 
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7. No device has a MAX option greater than 140 bytes. 
This (140 bytes) is the maximum record length al
lowed for records input to the C P-V system (a sym
biont restriction). 

8. The KEEP option is used to simplify restart after a line 
loss. 

X COMMAND 

A workstation authorization may be deleted with the X com
mand. The format of the command is 

X id 

where id specifies the workstation name of the workstation 
definition to be deleted. 

Example: 

-XSTA18 

ISCL/RATLER MANAGEMENT 

To successfully use the ISCL/RATLER facility,_ the work
stations involved must be defined appropriately. Figure 8 
is a typical workstation definition for a workstation which 
will make use of ISCL and RATLER. Specifying GJOB= 
RATLER guarantees that RA TLER, a required ghost processor 
of this facility, will be executing when the workstation is 
available. (The operator may also in itiate RA TLER whether 
or not th is workstation logs on. ) 

The device FI (files in) and FO (files out) are designed for 
exclusive use of ISCL and RATLER. For reasons of file 
security, they should have a privilege level of CO required 
for access. The KEEP option is specified to ensure that the 
file will be transmitted. If it is not specified, line discon
nects and recoveries can cause files and requests to be lost. 

Control of the RATLER processing is maintained through the 
file RATL in the :SYS account. RATL is an Edit file with 
one name per record. This file should specify those work
station names for which processing is desir~d immediately. 
RATLER will not process any input from workstations other 
than those listed in the RATL file. Since significant over
head is associated with each name, dynamic maintenance 
of the file is the optimal means of controlling the facility. 
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ISCl STANDING ORDERS 

Periodic requests can be carried out automa-tically through 
the use of "standing orders II in the file ISC LS in the :S YS 
account. Each record in the file is a command for the ISCL 
processor, with an Edit key indicating the time the com
mand is to be issued. The keys are of the form 

abbb.ccc 

where the digit a indicates the day of the week (1 for 
Sunday, 2 for Monday, etc.), bbb are the first three dig its 
of the time of day on a 24-hour clock, and ccc is a relative 
sequence number which allows multiple orders at a particular 
time. The first record of a set of orders must be of the form 

FOR account 

where account is the account of the user for whom the ser
vice is being performed. (If a FOR record does not exist for 
a set of commands, the most recent account specified in a 
FOR record is used.) The rest of the records in the set are 
ISC L commands. 

To enable these "standing orders" to be processed, the 
RATLER ghost must be running. 

WORKSTATION CPVB 
TYPE=IRBT 
SLY 
Xl 
X2 
GJOB=RATLER 

DEV=FI 
RCB=9A 

IN 
NCTL 
BIN 
MAX=132 
PRIV=CO 
KEEP 
DEV=FO 
RCB=9B 
BIN 
MAX=132 
PRIV=CO 
KEEP 

Computer A is the slave. 

Files in. 
RCB choice is arbitrary as 
long as definitions are 
consistent. 

Fi les out. 

Figure 8. Definition of an ISCL/RATLER Workstation 



APPENDIX A. CONINECTING REMOTE SITE AND CENTRAL SITE TELEPHONE LINES 

There are severa I types of data set's that may be used to 
connect a remote site to the CP-Y system via telephone 
I ines. The most frequently selectod type is the Bell Sys
tem 201A or 201B data set. This data set can be used in 
full-duplex configuration or in half-duplex configuration. 
Operating procedures for the two <:onfigurations are dis
cussed separately. 

FULL-DUPLEX CONFIGURATION 

The Bell System 201A or 201B data set used with the remote 
processing system in fu II-duplex configuration does not have 
an automatic answering capabi lity., Therefore, the central 
sHe operator must work with the remote site operator to es
tablish a manual connection of the data set lines. 

Most full-duplex data sets have thEI following six buttons: 

AUX DD1 DD2 lEST TALK DATA 
(HOLD) (X MIT) (RECY) 

The buttons perform ,the following functions: 

AUX 

DD1,DD2 

TEST 

TALK 

DATA 

Used tlO put a data line in auxiliary mode so 
that the phone may be used to dial the other 
data line. 

Used tl:) connect the phone to the line for 
dialing, answering, and vocal communication. 

Used fl::>r line testing by the phone company. 
(It is not used in datel transmission or in the 
data line connection procedure. ) 

Used to change the data set from the data 
communication mode to the voice communi
cation mode. 

Used to change the dlClta set from the voice 
communication mode to the data communica
tion mode. 

A data set should always be maintained in the voice com
munication mode when it is not connected to another data 
set for data communication purpose:s. In this mode, it is 
like any standard telephone with two phone lines and two 
phone numbers associated. When in this mode, the data 
set wi II have none of the lights in I'he buttons illuminated, 
and only the TALK button will be depressed. 

The sequence for connecting the central site data set and 
the remote site data set must be followed carefully. In most 
cases, the remote operator initiates the connection se
quence. Therefore, the operation will be described with 
the remote operator initiating the sequence. The central 
site operator may initiate the sequence, however. In this 
case, the functions of the two operators are reversed. 

The remote operator picks up his handset (with TALK de
pressed) and depresses the DD 1 button to get a dial-tone. 
He dials the number of the central site data set's DD2 line. 
The central site operator answers the phone by picking up 
the handset (again with TALK depressed) and depressing his 
blinking DD2 button. The ringing is stopped and vocal con
nection is automatically made. Each operator then de
presses his AUX button. The remote site DD1 is now con
nected to the central site DD2 and the connection sequence 
is halfway completed. Neither operator may hang up at 
this time because to do so would disconnect the phones and 
the sequence must be restarted. The remote operator now 
depresses his DD2 button to get the dial tone and he dia Is 
the central site DD1 number. The central site operator ans
wers the phone by depressing his blinking DD 1 button. Each 
operator now depresses the AUX button once again. The 
final connection is made when each operator depresses the 
DA TA button. Each phone should now have no buttons de
pressed and the DD1, DD2, and DATA lights on, whereupon 
each operator may hang up the handset and proceed with 
other work. If at any time any of the three lights, DD 1, 
DD2, or DATA, are not illuminated and the handset is hung 
up, the connection must be considered broken and a com
plete dial ing sequence is necessary. 

The button and dial ing sequences for connecting a remote 
site to the system are summarized in Figure A-1. 

LOCAL 

Answer DDA 
AUX 

Answer DD1 
AUX 
DATA 
Hang up 

REMOTE 

Dial DD2 on DD1 

AUX 
Dial DDl on DD2 

AUX 
DATA 
Hang up 

Figure A-l. Connecting a Remote Site to the System 
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HALF-DUPLEX CONAGURATION 

In the half-duplex configuration, the data set can auto
maticallyanswer. Most half-duplex data sets have the 
followi ng buttons: 

AUTO __ TEST TALK DATA. -- ---
The central site data set should be maintained with the 
TALK button not depressed (obtained by depressing the 
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DATA button), the AUTO button depressed, and the hand
set hung up. To establish connection, the remote operator 
may then pick up his handset, depress TALK to get the dial 
tone, dial the central site data set, depress DATA when the 
automatic answer occurs, and hang up to complete the con
nection. The central site operator may establ ish the con
nection, in which case the remote site data set should be 
maintained as described above for the central site data set 
and the central site operator follows the same steps outlined 
for the remote site operator. 



~'PPENDIX B. OPERATION OF IRBTs AND 2780s 

Due to the vari ety of IRB Ts that may be used wi th C P-V 
remote processing, it is not within the scope of this manual 
'~O describe the operational features of each type of IRBT. 
Therefore, each IRBT operator should fami I iarize himself 
with the operator's manual that is supplied by the manu
facturer of his particular type of I'erminal. However, there 
(lre several operatil:mal considerat'ions that are common to 
all IRBTs and that eire largely a function of the design of 
the C P-V remote processi ng system. These are discussed 
in the paragraphs that follow. 

PREPARING FOR CONNECTION TO CP-V 

The following steps should be takE!n before an IRBT or 2780 
is connected to a CP-V system: 

1. Prepare an appropriate log-on command. 

Most IRBTs allow the log-on e:ommand to be the last 
card of the deck that is used to boot the IRBT. The log
on command is !Usually referred to as the /*SIGNON 
command. However, many IRBTs and all 2780s accept 
this card without checking its syntax. In such case, 
the /*SIGNON command sholuld be replaced with the 
RBID command 

JRBID wsn [message1 

Other IRBTs require the/*SIGINON command but allow 
the command syntax to be the same as that for the 
RBID command 

/*SIGNON wsn [message] 

Certain IRBTs check to ensure that the strict syntax of 
the /*SIGNON command is ulied as the log-on com
mand. The /*SIGNON command has the following 
format: 

/*SIGNON REMOTEnn [password] 

where nn is any one- or two-digit decimal number. In 
this case, the workstation name of the IRBT must be 
REMOTEnn and the password, if present, is treated by 
CP-V as a message. This is a Irare case and may be 
avoided by use ()f the RBLOG Ikey-in. 

2. Boot the IRBT according to the directions in its partic
u lar operations manual. Makle certain that the fol
lowing are true: 

a. The buffer size is 400 characters for multi record 
block terminals. 

b. The terminal is in the transparent mode for IRBTs, 
nontranspanmt for 2780 RBT s. 

c. All necessary peripheral d.Bvices are powered on. 

3. Initiate the control program in the IRBT. (It is good 
practice to have the IRBT sending its ENQ character 
before the phone line is connected.) 

4. Follow the dial-up procedure outlined in Appendix A. 

LOGGING ONTO CP-V 

When an IRBT or 2780 is connected to the CP-V system, a log
on command must be sent unless one of the following is true: 

1. The central site operator has performed an RBLOG 
key-in. 

2. An automatic log-on workstation name was defined for 
the particular line at SYSGEN. 

When a log-on command is sent, confirmation should be 
received within 20 seconds on the system message devi ceo 
The confirmation has the following format: 

*****wsn LOGGED ONTO DSC * RBndd AS RBID n 

where 

wsn is the workstation name. 

RBndd specifies the data set controller to which the 
phone line has been connected. 

n is the remote batch identifier (RBID) assigned to 
the line. 

If a log-on command is sent even though either the central 
site operator has performed an RBLOG key-in or an auto
matic log-on workstation name was defined for the partic
ular line at SYSGEN, the log-on commandwill be ignored 
by CP-V. In this case, it is possible that the wsn in the 
confirmation message will differ from the wsn specified in 
the log-on command. 

If a log-on command is sent and no confirmation is received, 
one of the following has occurred: 

1. The telephone connection is faulty or incomplete. 

2. The central site is not currently operating. 

3. The workstation name on the log-on command is either 
invalid or already in use. 

If no confirmation is received, call the C P-V operator to 
determine the reason for the problem. 
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FIN COMMAND 

The FIN command should never be used to terminate a job 
stream from an IRBf or 2780. All of these terminals have 
either a switch or a command to their own programs that 
indicates end-of-file or send an end-of-file automatically 
upon notification from the input device that the input stream 
has been completely read. If a FIN command is included 
in the input, the message 

*CARDS FOLI.OWING FIN/RBID IGNORED 

wi II be printed on the system message devi ce and the FI N com
mand and any input between it and end-of-fil e is di scarded. 

INTERRUPTIONS IN PHONE CONNECTION 

If the phone connection between the remote and central 
sites is broken and the disconnect was not initiated by the 
remote operator, the disconnect is probably due to one of 
the following reasons: 

1. A telephone equipment failure. 

2. Excessive line errors. (The CP-V system disconnects 
a line if excessive errors occur on it.) 
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3. The central site is recovering from a crash. In this case 
the following message is sent to the terminal. 

***RECOYERY SAYS RE-DIAL *** 

When any line disconnect occurs, it is necessary to reinitial
ize the terminal, reconnect the line, and log onto the CP-V 
system again. Any output being produced at the time of 
an interruption is saved at the symbiont retry point and wi II 
be available whenever the workstation logs on again. Files 
that are being input when the interruption occurs are 
discarded. 

DEVICE CONTROL COMMANDS 

Some device control commands such as RBSUSPEND and 
RBABORT may seem to require a long time to take effect 
when entered from an IRBT. This is due to the fact that 
some of the output for the device is already buffered in the 
IRBT itself and the command cannot take effect unti I this 
data and any on the line at the time of the command has 
been output to the device by the IRBT. This delay is less 
pronounced with higher speed output devices. 



APPENDIX C. OPERATION OF THE XEROX 7670 REMOTE BATCH TERMINAL 

Personnel involved in operating Ci Xerox 7670 Remote Batch 
Terminal should familiarize them5;elves with the Xerox Re
mote Batch Terminal/Operator's Manual, 90 16 26, and the 
Xerox Remote Batch Terminal/Reference Manual, 90 1602. 
These documents provide detailed descriptions of operating 
procedures for the Xerox 7670. 

Operating procedures are briefly described below. Fig
ures C-l, C-2, and C-3 provide pictures of an RBT and 
its control panels. 

PREPARING AN RBT FOR CONNECTION TO THE SYSTEM 

Before a 7670 is connected to the CP-V operating system, 
it must be made ready in the following manner: 

Mai ntenance Panel Switches 

SHORT BLOCK - ON 

PARITY CHECK - users option 

TEST MODE - OFF 

Read/Punch Switch~~s 

READ/PUNCH - READ 

Transmit Control Switches 

BLOCK LENGTH - 80 

SELECT TRANSMIT UNIT - READER 

SELECT REMOTE RECEIVE UNIT - OFF 

Receive Control Switches 

BLOCK LENGTH - 128 

SELECT RECEIVE UNIT - REMOTE 

System Control Switches 

POWER - ON 

RUN/STOP - RUN 

MODE - ON-LINE 

- ATTENDED OR UNATT'D 

When all switches are appropriatel)! set, GENERAL CLEAR 
in the System Control area should be operated. The 7670 
is now ready to be connected to thE~ system. 

The 7670 RBT may be operated in either ATTENDED or 
UNATT'D mode and this mode may be changed during op
eration. In general, ATTENDED mode should be used 
when an RBT operator is present and UNA TT' D when the 
RBT is unattended. The major differences in these modes 
are described where applicable in the following sections. 

LOGGING ON 

When a 7670 RBT is connected to a CP-V operati ng system 
the system responds wi th the sa I uta ti on on the pr inter of 
the RBT. The user places an !RBIDcard (and only this card) 
in the hopper and presses CARD FEED followed by TRANS
MIT. The card is read by the system wh i ch checks the 
authorization of the user and, if it is correct, logs him on. 
If the! RBID command was illegal, the user is told why, 
the salutation is repeated, and the user must try to log 
on again. 

When the user is successfully logged on to CP-V, he re
ceives his first message file informing him that he is logged 
on and giving the status of any files he has in the system. 
The log-on process is now complete. 

ENTERING JOB STREAMS 

When the remote user wishes to transmit jobs to the CP-V 
system, he places a job stream in the hopper of the 7670 
and follows the appropriate procedure below. 

1. Unattended Mode 

a. Press CARD FEED. 

b. Press TRANSMIT. 

If output is in progress, the job stream is transmitted 
when output is completed. 

2. Attended Mode 

a. Wait until the RECEIVE light is out. 

b. Press CARD FEED. 

c. Press TRANSMIT. 

Job streams can only be sent when output is in progress by 
suspending current output using the procedures in the sec
tion below titled "Suspending an Output Symbiont". When 
the hopper goes empty, press SEND EOT several times. 

If a job stream is too large for the 7670 input hopper, it 
may be sent in several shorter segments. This isdone simply 
by placing a part of the stream in the hopper without a 
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Figure C-l. Xerox 7670 Remote Batch Terminal 
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Figure C-2. Xerox 7670 RBT Control Panel 
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Figure C-3. Xerox 7670 RBT Maintenance Panel 

!FIN and transmitting it normally, then transmitting the 
next part, and so on. Once input has begun, the system 
will continue to read cards until a !FIN has been received 
and wi II not transmit output unti I this has occurred. 

RECEIVING PUNCHED OUTPUT 

Since the same hopper is used for both reading and punch
ing on the 7670, punched output is not transmitted as soon 
as it is ready. Instead, the user is informed in his message 
fi Ie when punched output is available. When he Nishes to 
receive the output, he must take lrhe following steps in order: 

1. Set READ/PUINCH to PUNCH. 

2. Place blank cards in the hopper. 

3. Press CARD FIEED. 

4. Set RUN/STOP to STOP. 

5. Press SIGNAL REMOTE seve~ral times. 

6. Reset RUN/STOP to RUN. 

A II ava ila bl e punched output wi /I now be sent. 

If printed output is; in progress when STOP is pressed, the 
remote signal may be sent. For this reason, it is recom
mended that this operation be performed in ATTENDED 
mode. The print fi Ie wi II be completed before the punch 
is sent. 

It is possible to direct punched output to the printer by 
setting SELECT RECEIVE UNIT to' PRINTER and following 
steps 4 through 6 above. 

SUSPENDING AN OUTPUT SYMBIONT 

If a user wishes to send a job stream to CP-V while output 
is in progress, he c:an do so in thE~ following manner. 

1. Press GENERA,L CLEAR. 

2. Press SEND EOT several timE~s. 

This operation must be performed in ATTENDED mode. 
CP-V wi II compl ete any format operation in progress, sus
pend the output symbiont, and wait to read a job stream. 
When the job stream has been received, the output wi II 
be restarted at the symbi ont retry poi nt un I ess the job 
stream contained an RBCONTINUE, RBREPRINT, RBABORT, 
or RBSAVE command. 

LOGGING OFF 

A user can log his 7670 RBT off of the system by including 
an RBDISC control command in a job stream. Processing 
of the job stream is completed and confirmation of the log
off is placed in the message file, which is output followed 
by any printed and punched (if requested) output avail
able for the work station. When this is completed, the 
RBT is disconnected from the operating system. 

DISCONNECTING AN RBT FROM THE SYSTEM 

If output is bei ng sent to a 7670 when it disconnects (either 
deliberately or due to a transmission line fault) from the 
system, the file is saved at the symbiont retry point and 
will be available when the work station has logged on 
again. This is a Iso true of fi les that are suspended unless 
an IRBABORT has been received. Message files are not 
saved in this manner. 

If input is being read from a 7670 RBT when it disconnects, 
the partially input job must be reentered together with any 
I RB commands that may immediately precede it. All other 
jobs are received correctly and will be executed. 

HANDLING ERRORS 

Error conditions may occur in remote operations because 
of faults in local or remote hardware, or transmission line 
difficulties. All of these errors are logged by the remote 
processing system in the system error log. When the 
7670 RBT detects errors itself, it sounds its alarm after 
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appropriate retries. When the CP-V remote processing 
system is unable to read a record correctly from a 7670 or 
does not receive a positive acknowledgment for a record 
it has sent to the 7670, it sounds the alarm on the 7670. 
The effect at the 7670 is thus the same for 7670 and system 
detected errors. 

When the alarm on the 7670 sounds and it is in UNATT'D 
mode, it automatically disconnects itself from its communi
cation lines, saving the user from wasting expensive line 
time with a faulty 7670 RBT. The following discussion of 
handling errors deals with ATTENDED mode only. 

When the alarm sounds at the 7670, the action to be taken 
is the same regardless of whether input or output is in prog
ress. The alarm is also sounded when the system discon
nects the 7670 RBT because of a user log-off or a central 
site operator key-in that disconnects the user. The 7670 op
erator should first check that this has not occurred. The 
appropriate BLOCK LENGTH switch and the STOP switch 
should be checked, and, if in error, corrected. If neither 
of the above is the cause of the alarm 

1. Press GENERAL CLEAR. 

2. Press SEND EOT several times. 
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This wi II terminate the current operation and the systr:'mNi II 
wait for further information. The user should then try to 
discover the source of the problem and correct it. 

If no cause can be found for the error, the user shou Id di s
connect his 7670 from its communication lines and contact 
the appropriate service organization. 

If the problem can be corrected, the method of continuing 
operati ons differs for input and output. 

If output was in progress, it may be restarted by transmitting 
a job stream that need consist of no more than a restart 
command and a !FIN. 

If input was in progress, the user should clear the reader of 
cards by pressing CARD FEED several times. If it is possible 
to determine the last card successfully read, the user can 
transmit the rest of the job stream beginning with the next 
card. If this cannot be determined, he should transmit the 
job stream beginning with the job during which the error 
occurred, and delete the partially transmitted job. 



APPENDIX D. MUL TILEAVING 

Mu Iti leaving is a term that describes a computer-to
computer communicc)tion technique developed for use by 
the IBM HASP system. Mu I ti leav i ng is a protoco I that is 
widely used in the industry and is implemented by the hard
ware and software of several manufacturers. The Multi
leaving concept is of critical importance for CP-V because 
any computer system that supports Multi/eaving can commu
nicate with CP-V via remote procElssing. 

Multileaving enablE~s several streclms of data to be com
bined into single transmission blocks so that several periph
erals may be kept running at full speed. Blocks of data 
are formed at a remote site and sent to the central site. 
At the central site, they are unblocked and written into 
symbiont files. Similarly, transmission blocks may be 
formed at the centra I site and sent to a remote site where 
they must be unblocked by the hardware and software at the 
remote site. 

Multileaving includE~s a data compliession scheme that com
presses identical strings of characters into short control se
quences, thus reduci ng the time requ ired for transmission. 

Errors in transmission are detected by both block sequence 
numbering and through Cyel ic Redundancy Check (CRC) 
computations (an elaborate yet compact multithread parity 
checking of all chamcters in a transmission block). This 
results in a very hi9h degree of confidence that trans
mission errors wi II be! detected. A retransmission protocol 
is included so that blocks in error can be retransmitted until 
correctly received. 

Whenever communications are to be maintained but data 
is nol" avai lable for tmnsmission, an ACKO character is sent 
periodically by both the remote site! and the central site. 
Whenever a transmission is not received successfully, the 
receiving system responds with a NAK character. 

When data is ready for transmission, the Multileaving soft
ware organizes it into data transmission blocks in the 
following manner: 

1. Each physical record that is to be transmitted is organ
ized into one or more charactel' strings, compressi ng a 
series of three or more identical characters to a one
or two-byte character string wherever possib Ie. Each 
character string is preceded by a control field, the 
String Control B),te (SCB). 

2. Each group of character strings that represents one 
physical record is preceded by ,a control field that per
mits the receiving program to assign the record to the 
correct device. The control fiHld is composed of a 
Record Control Byte (RCB) and 1:/ Subrecord Control 
Byte (SRCB). 

3. The choracter string representations of the physical rec
ords and their associated control fields are preceded by 
two additional control fields. 

a. The Block Control Byte (BCB), which is generally 
used to keep a block sequence count for detection 
of lost or duplicate data transmission blocks. 

b. The Function Control Sequence (FCS), which al
lows the receiving system to meter the flow of in
dividua I input data streams. 

4. The entire block is preceded and followed by special 
text control characters. Table D-1 lists the text con
trol characters used in Mu Iti leaving. 

Table D-1. Text Control Characters 
Used In Multileaving 

Hexadecimal 
Character Representation 

ACKO 1070 (DLE ACKO) 

DLE 10 

ENQ 012D (SOH ENQ) 

ETB 26 

NAK 3D 

PAD FF 

SOH 01 

STX 02 

SYNC 32 

The five control characters mentioned above are described 
in the paragraphs that follow. A typical Mu Iti leaving trans
mission block is depicted in Figure D-1. 

STRING CONTROL BYTE (SCB) 

Input to Multileaving is in the form of physical records such 
as card images, print line images, or magnetic tape records. 
Each physical record is organized into one or more character 
strings by th-::: Mu Iti leaving software. These character stri ngs 
are the basic element of Multileaved transmission. 

To increase transmission efficiency, records are organized 
into variable length character strings of two basic types. 

1. A series of characters that are identical. 

2. A series of characters that are not identical. 
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DLE BSC Leader. 

STX BSC START -OF-TEXT. 

BCB Block Control Byte. 

FCS Function Control Sequence. 

FCS Function Control Sequence. 

RCB Record Control Byte for Record 1 • 

SRCB Subrecord Control Byte for Record 1 • 

SCB String Control Byte for Record 1 • 

DATA Character String. 

SCB String Control Byte for Record 1. 

DATA Character String. 

SCB Terminating SCB for Record 1 • 

RCB RCB for Record 2. 

SRCB SRCB for Record 2. 

SCB SCB for Record 2. 

DATA Character String. 

SCB Terminating SCB for Record 2. 

RCB Transmission Block Terminator. 

DLE BSC Leader. 

ETB BSC Ending Sequence. 

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check. 

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check. 

Figure D-1. Typical Multileaving Data 
Transmission Block 

Each character string is preceded by a one-byte control 
field called the String Control Byte (SCB). The SCB speci
fies the type of string and the length of the string. A char
acter string that doesn't contain a series of identical 
characters is comprised of an SCB followed by the series of 
nonidentical characters. A character string that represents 
a series of three or more identical characters is compressed 
into two bytes - the SCB followed by the particular 
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character. A series of blanks is treated as a specia I case 
and consists only of one b;r~e, the SCB. Two identical char
acters are not compressed; rather, they are treated as non
identical characters. 

The SCB is also used to indicate the end of a record in the 
data transmission block. Another special use for the SCB 
is to indicate that a record is continued in the next data 
transmission block. 

The format of the SCB is 

IE B L L L L LI 

o 234567 

where 

E has the following meanings: 

If E = 0, the SCB indicates that this is the end of 
the record. The rest of the SCB wi \I a Iso be 
set to zero. 

If E = 1 and the IBLLLLL bits are set to zero, the 
SCB indicates that the record is continued in 
the next data transmission block. 

If E = 1 and at least one of the IBLLLLL bits is set 
to one, then the IBLLLLL bits have the mean
ing described below. 

indicates whether or not the string represents a 
series of identical characters where 

o means the string is a series of identical char-
acters of length LLLLL. 

means the string is a series of nonidentical 
characters of length BLLLLL. 

B is part of the length field if I is set to one or, if 
I is set to 0, indicates whether or not the dupl icate 
character is a blank. In the latter case, 

o means the duplicate character is a blank. 

means the dupl icate character is not a blank. 

LLLLL is used in specifying the length of the char-
acter string. 

Examples: 

Multileaved format 
(in hexadecimal with SCBs 

EBCDIC Character String under! ined) 
--------~----------

ABCD C4C1C2C3C4 

AAAAAAAAA A9C1 

'b'bb'b'b'b 86 

AAAA'b'bb'b'b LI,5f>f>t5bG G A4C 185C4D3C96BF584C2C7C7 



RECORD CONTROL IIYTE (RCB) 

The Record Control Byte (RCB) is a one-byte field used 
dither to identify physical record!) within a block so that the 
original records can be reconstructed by the receiving soft
ware, to transmit control informa<rion, or to indicate the 
end of the data I'ransmission block. The format of the RCB 
is 

IE U U U X X X X I 
o 234567 

where 

E indicates either that other records will follow in 
this data transmission block (E = 1), or that this is 
the end of the data tramimission block (E = 0). (If 
E = 0, the rest of the RCB will a Iso be set to zero.) 

UUU has the following meanings when XXXX is set 
to zero: 

001 means that permission to initiate transmis-
sion on the device whose Super-defined RCB 
is in the SRCB is being requested. (The SRCB 
is discussed below.) 

010 means that permission to initiate transmis-
sion c>n the device whose Super-defined RCB 
is in the SRCB is grcmted. 

110 means that an irrecoverable block count 
error occurred on a data block that was trans
mitted to the system sending this RCB control 
field., 

111 means that this is a general control record 
and that further infc,rmation is in the SRCB. 

XXXX indicates that either this is a control record 
(XXX X = 0) with the control information being de
fined in UUU, or that the RCB defined with Super 
for the device on which this record is being out
put is cont"ained in this field (XXXX I- 0). In the 
latter case, the Super-dHfined RCB is contained 
in EUUUXXXX. 

SUBRECORD CONTROL BYTE (SHCB) 

The Subrecord Control Byte (SRCB) supplies additional in
formation about a record or for cOl1trol purposes. The for
mat of the SRCB is 

11 X X X X X X X I 
o 234567 

where bit 0 is always set to 1 and the meaning of the re
maining bits in the SRCB depends on the type of associated 
ReB. 

If the RCB specified that SRCB contains a Super-defined 
RCB, then that RCB is contained in the entire SRCB. (The 
bit 0 setting of 1 is valid for Super-defined RCBs.) 

If the RCB spec ified that th is is a genera I contro I record 
(XXXX = 0 and UUU = 110), then the SRCB suppl ies addi
tional control information. Currently, the only va I id SRCB 
setting in this case is X IC 11

, which indicates that the record 
that follows contains a /*SIGNON or I RBID command. 

If the RCB contained a Super-defined RCB, then the setting 
of the SRCB depends on the setting of the Super-defined 
SRCB. 

1. If the Super-defined SRCB = P, then XXXXXXX con
tains VFC (vertical format control) information, where 

10100nnn means space nnn times before printing. 

1011nnnn means skip to channel nnnn before 
printing. 

10000000 means suppress space. (See the section 
on "Vertical Format Control II .) 

2. If the Super-defined SRCB =C, then bit 3 of the SRCB 
indicates either that this is a binary record (bit 3 = 1) 
or that the record is EBCDIC (bit 3 = 0). 

3. If the Super-defined SRCB = U, then XXXXXXX con
tains information relevant to the receiver of the record. 

BLOCK CONTROL BYTE (BCB) 

In each data transmission block, the Block Control Byte 
(BCB) is the first control field that follows the initial text 
control characters. Its primary purpose is to keep a block 
sequence count for detection of lost or dupl icate trans
mission blocks. The format of the BCB is 

11 X RIC C C C I 
o 234567 

where 

bit 0 is always set to one. 

X is not used. 
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R indicates, if set to one, that the sequence count 
expected by the receiving software is to be reset 
to the value specified by CCCC. If set to zero, 
the current sequence count is to be retained. 

indicates, if set to one, that the sequence count 
is to be ignored. This allows a special, out-of
sequence block to be transmitted. 

CCCC specifies the block count since the beginning 
of transmission (modulo 16). 

FUNCTION CONTROL SEQUENCE (FCS) 

Each data transmission block can consist of several data 
streams being directed to several different output devices. 
Because the streams may be directed to devices of different 
speeds, the Function Control Sequence (FCS) control field 
is included to allow the receiver of a data transmission 
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block to meter the flow of individual data streams within 
the block. The format of the FCS is 

11 WS S S S S S S S S S S S s1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

where 

bits 0 and 8 are always set to one. 

W specifies, if set to one, that transmission on all 

S 

streams is to be suspended. The receiving soft
ware controls the setting of this bit. 

represents the individual suspend control bits, 
each of which is defined with the WORKSTATION 
command of the Super processor to correspond to a 
particular physical device. (Some bits may not 
correspond to a device and, in such case, are ig
nored.) If a bit is set to zero, output to its corre
sponding device is suspended. If a bit is set to one, 
output to its corresponding device is continued. 
The receiving software controls the setting of 
the suspend control bits. 



APPENDIX E., OPERATING CP-V AS SLAVE IRBT TO IBM HASP SYSTEM 

CP-V will act CIS a slave IRBT with printers,. punches, a 
card reader and an operation console to most IBM HASP 
!tystems. To do so, several specietl considerations must be 
taken into account. The informal"ion given below is meant 
to aid a system manager in operating CP-V in such a mode. 

SYSGEN CONSIDERATIONS 

SYSGEN OPTIONS 

If the DSC is used solely for the purpose of connecting to 
the IBM system, the WSN option in the SYSGEN :DEVICE 
command should be used, since it Illlows the line to be con
nected without issuing an J RBLOGi key-in. 

The RBX option is valuable on nonswitched lines because 
it' allows the operat4)r to decide when to use the link. 

DEFINING THE WORKSTATION 

A sample of a workstation definitiem for a CP-V system act
ing as a slave to an IBM HASP s)'Stem is illustrated in 
Figure 4. The definition may be modified for a particular 
installation as follows: 

1. The RMT and RWSN paramete1rs are used to build the 
/* SIGNON command thatCP-Vwill send to the HASP 
system to log on. This commmld has the form 

/* SIGNON 
I 

{"oI.l 

REMOTEnn pppppppp 
I I 

Col. 16 Col. 2S 

where nn is the remote numb.~r and pppppppp is the 
password assigned by the system manager of the IBM 
machine. These values are specified in Super for 
RMT (nn) and RWSN {pppppppp}. Note that is RWSN 
is not specified, pppppppp will be blanks; if RMT is not 
specified, all ofREMOTEnn will be overwritten with 
blanks {this is the mode used in IJ CP-V to CP-V system}. 

Example: 

RMT = 01 

RWSN = SIGMACPU 

/* SIGNON REMOTE01 SIGMACPU 

Example: 

RMT = 1 

/* SIGNON REMOTEl 

Example: 

RWSN = HI 

/* SIGNON HI 

Some IBM systems have other fields on the /* SIGNON 
command or use a different command entirely. When this is 
the case, the LOGON option can be used to specify the 
log-on command. 

2. If the CP-V system is to appear to the HASP system to 
have multiple printers or punches, they should be de
fined like the similar device in Figure 4, with these 
differences: 

• The device name (DEV = ) must be different. 

• The RCB should be incremented by XI 101 for each 
addi tional devi ce of the same type. (The RCB for 
the second punch is AS; for the thi rd pri nter, B4. ) 

• The RP option in the workstation definition may be 
used to control the priority assigned by CP-V to the 
printed and punched output returned from the HASP 
system. The specified priority is assigned to all 
such files. 

OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS 

LOGGING ON 

The workstation defined above must be associated with a 
transmission line before the line is connected to the IBM 
system by connecting the phone or by keying in RBS. If the 
WSN option was not used when defining the line at SYSGEN, 
the workstation is associated with the line by means of an 
! RBLOG key-in. If WSN was specified, ! RBLOG should 
never be used, because it will eliminate the SYSGENed 
WSN. In the following example, it is assumed that the line 
is RBXed, the WSN was not defined at SYSGEN, and the 
WSN is STA10: 

!RBLOG RBA08,STA10 

!RBS 

*RBA08 CONNECTED 

*RBA08-STA 10-LOGGED ON 

If the WSN was specified at SYSGEN, only the !RBS key-in 
is used. 

The "Iogged on" message does not mean tnat communica
tions have been established; this can best be verified by 
sending a command to the HASP system. If a reply is 
received, the systems have been properly connected. CP-V 
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wi II try to establ ish contact for about three minutes; if 
it receives no response it will disconnect the line for 
errors, and give the message 

*RBA08 ERROR MAX 

If this occurs, follow the error recovery suggestions out
lined below. 

SYSTEM OR LINE FAILURES 

Recovery of communications after a system or line failure 
when communicating with HASP is complicated by the fact 
that HASP does not generally disconnect or restart a line 
automatically when line errors occur or when the remote 
stati on does not respond. Three types of fa i I ures must be 
handled: 

• 
• 
• 

fai lure of the line. 
failure of the HASP system. 
fai lure of the CP-V system. 

Line failure and HASP failure appear to the C P-V system as 
excessive errors or lack of response on the line. These 
result in a disconnect of the line, with the message 

*RBndd ERROR MAX 

When this occurs, wait (in case the HAS P operator is recover
ing his system), then key in !RBS (and lRBLOG if there was 
no WSN at SYSGE N). If communications are established 
(verify this by testing with a command), check the contact 
with the test described below. If another ERROR MAX oc
curs, contact the HASP operator and ask him to drain and 
restart the line. Allow time for him to do this and start 
the line again. If still another ERROR MAX occurs, steps to 
correct a telephone line failure should be taken. 
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If a CP-V fai lure occurs, the I ine wi II disconnect and 
reconnect after the recov'ery. If no WSN was defined at 
SYSGEN, RBX should be used to disconnect the line so 
that an !RBLOG key-in can be tione. When a line is 
reconnected and logged on after a CP-V fai lure, the best 
procedure is to RBX the I ine, call the HASP operator to 
drain and restart the I ine, wait unti I this is done, then key 
in RBS. In some situations the call to the HASP operator. 
is not necessary, and the two· systems wi II reconnect so that 
commands can be sent to the HASP system. This may not be 
a good contact, hence the suggestion to call and restart. 

The following test identifies a successful reconnect. Be
cause it is open to error, it should be used only when it is 
difficult or impossible to contact the HASP I::>perator to ac
complish restprt and reconnect: 

• key in 

IDISP RBT 

and note whether the line is active or inactive. 

• key in 

! RBCOM, &RBndd $DLNEn 

to return a display from HASP of the status of the line 
and of each device, where n is the HASP line number 
(probably specified in Super as RMT). (Note that this 
command may have a different syntax in some HASP 
systems). If any of the devices are listed as active and 
the DISP RBTshows the line as inactive, the HASPoper
ator should be called and the connection reestablished. 
If the DISP RBT shows the line as active and the HASP 
system shows all devices inactive, the same call should 
be made. Otherwise, the reconnect is successful. 



APPENDIX F. ERROR LOG RECORD 

This appendix contains information that is of importance to 
the system programmer who is involved in the development 
and mai ntenance of the C P-V sYlitem. 

When an error occurs in the tramimission of data to or from 
a remote processing workstation, the error log record de
scribed below is entered in the ERRFILE file. (The ERRFILE 
fi Ie is described un detai I in the C P-V /S PReference 
Manual, 90 31 13.) 

word 0 

o , 

Type I 
X'26' 

word 1 

I: : Relati~e time: I 
~~I ~2~3 ~14~5 """:6r"""'T7 .... 8...-..:"9 "-;17:""0 "";";1,+.11:-::-2 -;':13;---'1~4.~151"i6'T7 18 19120 21 22 23 24 2, 26 27128 29 30 31 

word 2 

RB:FLAGS 
'0 11112 13 14 15116 17 B I [, , , ,I. , • ". 

words 3 and 4 

E Work,lotion name 

o , 231.56 71e 9 30 31 

words 5 and 6 

--- Curnent command doubleword -

o , 2 3 1 4 5 6 7 1 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15116 17 18 19120 21 22 23124 25 26 27128 29 30 31 

word 7 

where 

type identifies the type of error log record. 

length specifies the number of 32-bit words con-
tained in the error log record. 

I/O address is a 16-bit address representing the 
physical I/o address. 

relative time represents mi Iliseconds since mid-
night. Resolution is 2 msec. 

RB:FLAGS specifies the contents of RB:FLAG at the 
time of the error. RB:FLAG is described in the 
CP-V/Data Base Technical Manual, 90 19 95. 

workstation name specifies the workstation name (in 
TEXT format, left-justified and padded with blanks) 
if the terminal is logged on. 

current command doubleword specifies the command 
doubleword of the I/O that was taking place when 
the error occured. For Xerox 7670 RBTs, the cur
rent command doubleword contains the second 
command doubleword used to write the text of an 
output message and ismeaningful onlyforRP1 =0, 1, 
A, or B. 

RP1, RP2, RP3, and RP4 have specific meaning for 
the type of remote workstation associated with the 
record. The meanings are I isted in Tables F1-F6. 

Table F-1. Xerox 7670 RBT- RP1, RP3, RP4 

RP1 Value Meclning Corresponding RP3 Meaning Corresponding RP4 Meaning 

1 First character in record not SOH. Current character position. Offending character. 

2 Incclrrect parity on. SEL. Current character position. Offending character. 

3 Incorrect block pn:)tect. Current character position. Offending character. 

4 Third character in record not STX. Current character posi tion. Offending character. 
~ 

5 RBBAT combuf or MPOOL unavailable for Meaningless. Mea ni ng less. 
log-on. 
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Table F-l. Xerox 7670 RBT- RP1, RP3, RP4 (cont.) 

RP1 Value Meaning Corresponding RP3 Meaning Corresponding RP4 Meaning 1 
6 Incorrect character pari ty. Current character position. Offending character. 

7 Record trai ler character not ETX. Current character position. Offendi ng character. 

8 Incorrect block check parity. Current character position. Offending character. 

9 Incorrect block check. Current character position. Offending character. 

A Communication line time-out. Meaningless. Meaningless. 

B NAK received. Response received reading for ACK.(RP3 and RP4 combine 
to be a ha I fword) • 

C Garbled ACK or NAK. Response received reading for ACK.(RP3 and RP4 combine 
to be a ha I fword) • 

Table F-2. Xerox 7670 RBT - RP2 Table F-3. IBM 2780 RBT - RP1 and RP4 

RP2 Value Meaning (Current Function Code) 
RP1 Corresponding RP4 
Value Meaning Meaning 

0 Write card punch. 1 Disconnect due to 
1 Write line printer. 

2 Send ACK. 
a. EOT on read. EOT 

3 Write TOF (Block protect =0). 
b. Use of 2780 on IRBT ENQ 

only system. 
4 Write TOF (Block protect=l). 

5 Write SPACE (Block protect =0). 
2 Line timeout. Same as RP2. 

6 Write SPACE (Block protect = 1). 3 ENQ not received Character received. 

7 Read card reader. 
on logon read. 

8 Write TOF (logon). 4 No EOT after EOF sent. Character received. 

9 Read card reader (special). 
5 a. ENQ in text mode. Character received. 

A Read ACK card punch. b. No ENQ answer- Character received. 
B Read ACK line printer. ing WACK. 

C Read ACK TOF (Block protect =0). c. ENQ answer to Character received. 

D Read ACK TOF (Block protect = 1). 
ACK of EOF. 

E Read ACK SPACE (Block protect =0). 6 NAK received. Character received. 

F Read AC K S PACE (Block protect = 1). 
8 CRe failed on input. Last character CRCed. 

10 Write EOT. 

11 Write DC1. 
9 Unknown respbnse Character received. 

reading for ACK. 
12 Write ACK (special). 

13 Write NAK. 
A Trai ler character not Character received. 

ETB or ETX. 
14 Write NAK (special). 

15 Write BEL (on error). 
C Header character not Character received. 

STX. I 
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Table F-4. IBM 2780 RBT - RP2 and RP3 

Value RP2 (Ol)rrent Function Code) RP3 (Calling Function Code) 

0 Disconnect. Software error - should not occur. 

1 Write data. Write. 

2 Send ENQ. Send E NQ (Wait). 

3 Send ACK O. Read. 

4 Send WACK. Send WACK (Wait). 

5 Write dlata. Write EOF. 

6 Send E I\/Q. Request to output. 

7 Read for ACK, ENQ, EOT {depends on RP3}. POL for input. 

8 Read for E NQ • Logon. 

9 Read. Software error - should not occur. 

A Send NAK. Software error - should not occur. 

B Send ACK 1. Software error - should not occur. 

C Send E()T. Software error - should not occur. 

Table F-5. IRBT-RP1 and RP4 

RPl 
Value Meaninl~ Corresponding RP4 Meaning 

0 Recoverable block check error. Difference (mod 16) between ex-
pected and received BCBs. 

1 Catastrc,phic block cheek error (NAK sent in Difference (mod 16) between ex-
case of line error). pected and received BCBs. 

2 Cornmul'1lication line time-out. Same as RP2. 

3 Read for' ENQ timed-out (logon). Same as RP2. 

4 Received ACK 0 instead of SIGNON at logon. ACK 0 

5 Inappropriate line bid {not ENQ-master, not Line bid received. 
ACK O··slave}. 

6 NAK received. NAK. 

7 Read timed out. Same as RP2. 

8 Incorrect CRC. Last character CRCed. 

9 Trailer c:haracter not ~TB. Offendi ng character. 

A Leader c:haracter not STX. Offending character. 

B Lost dat(l. First character after DLE. 

C Garbled ACK O-NAK. First character of message. 
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Table F-6. IRBT - RP2 and RP3 

Value RP2 (Current Function Code) RP3 (Calling Function Code) 

0 Disconnect. Software error - should not occur. 

1 Wri te block. Write block - read block. 

2 Write ACK. Write ACK - read block. 

3 Write block. Write block (Wait-a-bit) - Read special. 

4 Write Wait-a-bit. Write Wait-a-bit - Read special. 

5 Read block. Software error - should not occur. 

6 Send NAK. Software error - should not occur. 
t 

7 Send ENQ. Logon as Slave. 

8 Read for E NQ • Logon as Master. 

9 ACK 0 to ENQ. Logon as Master after ENQ Read. 

A Read logan record. Software error -should not occur. 

B NAK logon record. Software error - should not occur. 
t 

t If errors with the same RPl code occur consecutively, this code may appear in the RP3 field for 
the second and subsequent consecutive errors, replacing another legal RP3 code. 
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IINDEX 

~: For each entry in this in!dex, the number of the most significant page is listed first. Any pages thereafter are listed in 
numeri ca ~ sequence. 

2780 RBT, 2, 16 
operation of, 43 

3780 RBT, 2, 16 
7670 RBT, 1, 15 

B 
batch job, vii 

c 
central site operator, 25 
connecting remote site and central site telephone lines, 41 
control commands, 

o 

JOB, 11 
LDEV, 5 
RBABORT, 201 
RBALIG N, 2() 

RBCONTlNUE" 19 
RBCTL, 20 
RBDELETE, H3 
RBDEV, 17 
RBDISC, 17 
RBFORM, 20 
RBHOLD, 18 
RBID, 17 
RBINFO 18 
RBLOCK, 20 
RBMSG, 17 
RBPRIO, 18 
RBREPRINT, 19 
RBRETRIEVE, 18 
RBSAVE, 20 
RBSIZE, 20 
RBSTATUS, 19 
RBSUSPEND, 19 
RBSWITCH, 19 
RBUNLOCK, 20 
RBXXX, 17 

data set controller, 3 
DELETE command, ISCL, 13 
:DEVICE command, 27 
DISPLAY key-in, 25 
DSC, 3 

E 
EM character, vii 
error log record, 55 

F 
:FECP command, 27 
file, 

held, vii 
noncontro I input, 21,8 
remote management, 12 
suspended, vii 

forms, changing, 21 

G 
ghost job, vii 

H 
hardware connection of remote terminals, 2 
HASP, 2,49 
held file, vii 

IBM HASP Multileaving protocol, 49,2 
IBM HASP system, 53 
Intelligent Remote Terminal (see IRBT) 
IRBT, 1,2,15 

operation of, 43 
ISCL processor, 12 

J 

commands, 12 
DELETE, 13 
LIST, 13 
SEND, 13 

error messages, 14,24 

JOB command, 11 
job stream, vii 

K 
keyins, 

DISPLAY, 25 
RBBDCST, 25 
RBCOM, 25 
RBDISC, 25 
RBLOG, 25 
RBS, 25 
RBSEND, 25 
RBSWITCH, 26 
RBX, 26 
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Note: For each entry in this index, the number of the most significant page is listed first. Any pages thereafter are listed in 
numerical sequence. 

L 
LDEV command, 5 
LDEV processor, 10 
LIST command, ISCL, 13 
local users, 5 
logical device stream, 5, vii 

M 
master system, 2 
message file, vii 
messages to central site operator, 26 
messages to remote processing users, 21 
:MON command, 27 
Multileaving, 49,2 

N 

! J NCTL command, 21,8 
noncontrol input files, 21,8 

o 
on-I ine job, vii 
operator key-ins, 25 
operator, central site, 25 
operator, remote, 17 

p 

protocol, vii 

R 
RATLER processor, 12 

messages, 24 
RBABORT command, 20 
RBALIGN command, 20 
RBBDCST key-in, 25 
RBCC, vii 
RBCOM key-in, 25 
RBCONTINUE command, 19 
RBCTL command, 20 
RBDELETE command, 18 
RBDEV command, 17 
RBDISC command, 17 
RBDISC key-in, 25 
RBFORM command, 20 
RBHOLD command, 18 
RBID command, 17 
RBINFO command, 18 
RBLOCK command, 20 
RBLOG key-in, 25 
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RBMSG. command, 17 
RBPRIO command, 18 
RBREPRINT command, 19 
RBRETRIEVE command, 18 
RBS key-in, 25 
RBSA VE command, 20 
RB~cND key-in, 25 
RBSIZE command, 20 
RBSTATUS command, 19 
RBSUSPEND command, 19 
RBSWITCH command, 19 
RBSWITCH key-in, 26 
RBT, 1 

2780, 2, 16 
3780, 2, 16 
7670, 1, 15 
operation of, 45 

RBUNLOCK command, 20 
RBX key-in, 26 
RBXXX command, 17 
record size restrictions, 14 
Remote Batch Termina I (see RBT) 
remote control command, vii 
remote operator, 17 
remote processing, 1 

control commands, 17 
establishing at SYSGEN, 27 
hardware, 3 
messages, 21 
modes, 2 

remote site, vii 
remote terminals, 
remote user, 5, vii 

s 
scope of the manua I, 4 
:SDEVICE command, 27 
SEND command, ISCL, 13 
short block control character, vii 
slave system, 2 
Super, 28 

WORKSTATION command, 29 
X command, 40 

suspended file, vii 
symbiont, vii 
symbiont retry point, vii 
SYSGEN, 27 

:DEVICE command, 27 
:FECP command, 27 
:MON command, 27 
:SDEVICE command, 27 

sysid, vii 
system manager, 27 

T 
telephone lines, connecting remote sites, 41 



~: For each Imtry in this index, the number of the most significant page is listed first. Any pages thereafter are listed in 
numerical sequence. 

v 
vertical format c()ntrol at remotl~ printers, 15 

w 
workstation, 3 

defining, 28 

WORKSTA TION command, Super, 29 
WS,3 
WSN,4 

x 
X command, Super, 40 
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